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BANK GUARANTEES AND LETTERS OF CREDIT
FOREWORD
JAMES E. BYRNE**
At a time when the trade in goods and services has become in-
creasingly sophisticated and has come to command enormous resources,
the need for a reliable paymaster has not slackened. If anything, the
need has increased. The tremendous breakthroughs in technology and
telecommunications which have permitted virtually simultaneous trans-
mission and receipt of data have not served to lessen the critical role of
independent third party payment mechanisms either. Although these
developments radically alter the circumstances under which payment
occurs, there remains a need for an independent and trustworthy finan-
cial intermediary. Exactly how much these advances will impact third
party financial instruments is not altogether clear but its effect is multi-
faceted as recent work in the law and practice related to the trillions of
dollars transferred by the wire transfer systems indicates. The issues
are as fundamental as the character of the undertakings: Are the under-
takings consensual in the sense that there is or needs be a mutuality of
obligation? What is formality? What is a writing or signature? In ad-
dition, questions remain concerning matters of liability, risk, fraud, and
damages.
In this extremely dynamic environment, however, one dimension
of the brave new world we face is becoming increasingly clear: it is
global. The computer, satellites, and telecommunications technology
have in one fell swoop, as it were, mandated the unification of the in-
frastructures, legal and operational, which underlie third party pay-
ment devices. Where an undertaking made in Japan can impact within
minutes on the technical and practical level undertakings in London,
New York, and Cairo, there can be little tolerance for laws and rules
which are fundamentally incompatible or uncertain as to scope, charac-
ter, or interrelationship.
In the field of letters of credit, much of the ground breaking work
in creating this new international order has been done by the Commis-
sion on Banking Technique and Practice of the International Chamber
of Commerce inspired by the far-seeing leadership of Bernard Wheble,
its Chairman. The Uniform Customs and Practice for Documentary
** Associate Professor of Law, George Mason University School of Law; Chair-
man of the American Bar Association's Task Force on the Study of U.C.C. Article 5;
U.S. Delegate to the Session of the United Nations Commission on International Trade
Law Working Group on Contract Practices which addressed letters of credit and bank
guarantees.
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Credits has in its successive revisions created an atmosphere of coopera-
tion and trust among those engaged in letter of credit practice which
has permitted identification of areas of agreement and resolution of
problems as they have arisen. As a result, the letter of credit has func-
tioned reasonably well for almost a century of intense use with hardly
any positive law and with relatively little decisional law.
Ironically, the unparalleled success of the UCP in ordering letter
of credit practice has, in a sense, set in train events which have thrown
into jeopardy its stability. The trust accorded letters of credit by the
market as to their original use in trade in goods has led to their expan-
sion in assuring performance of undertakings or payment of obliga-
tions. So prevalent has been the need for a reliable mechanism by
which payment or performance could be assured that these so-called
standby letters of credit in the United States alone have grown to ap-
proximately $175 billion, dwarfing the approximately $30 billion out-
standing in commercial credits. Standbys are not, however, by any
means a U.S. device since they are used extensively in more than 30
countries in North America, South America, Australia and Asia. Nor is
their use, as is sometimes suggested, a result of peculiarities in the U.S.
regulatory scheme under which U.S. banks are generally restricted
from issuance of guarantees. The standby represents a deliberate at-
tempt engineered in the early 1950's in large part under the auspices of
Leonard A. Back of Citibank and Henry Harfield of Shearman &
Sterling who almost singlehandedly led and shaped U.S. letter of credit
law during the vital decades that standbys were coming to the fore.
Their remarkable success was to create a genre of independent or ab-
stracted assurances not by the fashioning of a new instrument but
through the extension of the tried and true letter of credit.
The use of credits in circumstances in which payment is the excep-
tion and where charged situations are more likely to arise has, however,
created strains which, in turn, require adjustment and revision of rules
and law. A parallel development has occurred in Europe under which
an independent or banker's guarantee practice has arisen. As docu-
mented in this article, it has faced similar and perhaps even more diffi-
cult problems.
Because of the tremendous potential for this type of independent
assurance of performance or payment and the obvious commercial need
which it fulfills, it has become imperative to seek international harmo-
nization of law and practice. Several. important steps have already
taken place. In the United States where U.C.C. Article 5, a skeletal
codification of U.S. letter of credit law is the only substantial positive
law in this field, the Uniform Commercial Code Committee of the
[Vol. 11:1
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American Bar Association's Business Law Section appointed a Task
Force to study problems related to U.C.C. Article 5. Its Report which
has been described as a monumental effort recommends the reconsider-
ation and revision of Article 5 along lines oriented to developments in
practice and compatible with the international character of the device.
At the same time, the International Chamber of Commerce has
undertaken to normalize practice in this area by formulating the Uni-
form Rules for Guarantees. Responding to the perceived need for a
legal infrastructure in this area, the United Nations Commission on
International Trade Law has also commenced a project directed to the
formulation of a model or uniform law for letters of credit and bank
guarantees.
Consequently, there exists at the present time an extraordinary
opportunity for harmonization with the world's only serious municipal
codification of letter of credit law in the early stages of revision and
with two leading international organizations' attention focused on par-
allel projects directed to harmonization of law and practice.
The existence of such an opportunity, however, does not necessa-
rily mean that anything useful will result. There remain serious obsta-
cles to the successful unification of law and the formulation of rules of
practice related to letters of credit and bank guarantees. On the funda-
mental level of definitions and terminology, it is not altogether clear
whether there is agreement regarding the character of the undertakings
made, the nature of the obligations of the various parties, their relation-
ship to the underlying transaction and representational character and
even their scope and expiry. Without mutual understanding here, any
attempts to address other knotty problems such as exceptions to the
requirement to honor are bound to be futile.
These difficulties are aggravated with respect to the independent
guarantee because, unlike the standby, it is not immediately identified
with a recognized and accepted legal categorization and is subject to
treatment in a bewildering array of systems. Consequently, it is not
easy to even determine what are the characteristics of this device and in
what sense it can be likened to the standby credit and in what sense it
differs.
In the face of these uncertainties, this seminal study by Professor
Boris Kozolchyk serves to provide an invaluable and scholarly founda-
tion for any future work toward harmonization. Drawing upon the
richness of his own experience and his incomparable scholarship, he
explores the true character of the independent guarantee and its essen-
tial relationship to the letter of credit, explaining many of the difficul-
ties which it has encountered by virtue of the failure to recognize this
1989]
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In its drafts, this study has already exercised extensive influence in
the various developments which are underway. During the Vienna
1988 session of UNCITRAL Working Group, an early draft of this
article helped shape the U.S. position and also helped persuade a ma-
jority of the countries present of the need for a uniform law governing
both letters of credit and bank guarantees. More recently, a U.S. State
Department Study Team agreed with Professor Kozolchyk's suggestion
that a useful first step would be a joint effort by lawyers and bankers to
formulate the definitions of the most commonly used terms in bank
guarantee law and practice. Inspired by this demonstration of the need
for clarity on the level of basic definitions and concepts, the U.C.C.
Article 5 Task Force, of which he is a leading member, has reconsti-
tuted itself both to aid the U.S. State Department in preparation for the
UNCITRAL project and to continue its work on issues relating to
these payment mechanisms.
Therefore, the hope expressed in this article that standbys and
bank guarantees will return to the letter of credit fold is not only not
utopian but is actually being realized. As this article receives the world-
wide attention it deserves, I have no doubt that it will continue to exer-
cise a positive influence on developments and bring to them the lucidity
and practical wisdom which have become the hallmark of Professor
Kozolchyk's invaluable contribution to letter of credit law and practice
and will again demonstrate why his name must be linked with those of
Wheble, Harfield and Back as one of its preeminent figures.
[Vol. 11:1
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BANK GUARANTEES AND LETTERS OF CREDIT: TIME
FOR A RETURN TO THE FOLD
BORIS KOZOLCHYK
1. INTRODUCTION: BANK GUARANTEES, STANDBY AND
COMMERCIAL LETTERS OF CREDIT
In the spring of 1990, the United Nations Commission on Interna-
tional Trade Law (UNCITRAL), in conjunction with the Interna-
tional Chamber of Commerce (ICC), will launch an effort to draft a
uniform international law of bank guarantees. This article intends to
contribute to such an effort by comparing key aspects of the law and
practice of European bank guarantees with standby and commercial
letters of credit. This comparison should foster acquaintance in the
United States with European bank guarantees, one of the most impor-
tant legal institutions in contemporary international trade. It should
also help identify features of bank guarantee and letter of credit law
and practice central to the success of the legislative task at hand.
The boundaries separating bank guarantees, standbys and com-
mercial letters of credit remain unsettled. As aptly stated in a recent
UNCITRAL study: "[Wihen entering the area of guarantees, bonds
and similar securities issued by banks or other institutions, one is faced
with confusing terminology, conceptual uncertainty and a bewildering
array of classifications." 1 Not all is confusion, however. The bank
guarantee and the standby letter of credit share an essential feature.
They are designed to indemnify their respective beneficiaries (parties
entitled to payment in accordance with their terms and conditions),
against default by the issuing bank's customer (also known as "account
party" or "applicant" for the credit or for the bank guarantee). This
presupposition of default in the standby letter of credit and bank guar-
antee contrasts with that of performance in the commercial letter of
credit. The documentary requirements of a commercial letter of credit
are intended to evidence, on their face, the beneficiary's performance in
accordance with what was required of him in the underlying transac-
tion. Conversely, the statements required for payment of the bank guar-
antee or standby letter of credit usually contain, or imply, the benefi-
' Stand-By Letters of Credit and Guarantees: Report to the Secretary-General,
21 UNCITRAL at 9, U.N. Doc. A/CN.9/301 (1988) [hereinafter UNCITRAL
Study]. By inserting the descriptive words "similar securities," UNCITRAL itself may
have contributed to the conceptual confusion and to the rise in blood pressure of United
States banking and securities lawyers who had gotten used to the notion that standbys
and bank guarantees were not "securities" for regulatory purposes.
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ciary's or third party's affirmation that the issuing bank's customer has
defaulted on his obligations to the beneficiary.2
In preponderant measure, bank guarantees were the European
banking industry's response to importing countries' official or quasi-
official demands for assurances of indemnification in the event of de-
fault by European suppliers. For at least fifteen of the last twenty
years, these official or quasi-official buyers enjoyed a bargaining power
superior to that of their foreign suppliers of heavy machinery, high
priced technology, general contracting and banking services. The so
called "simple" demand standby letter of credit is also a typical product
of such a superior bargaining power. It allows one of the parties to the
contractual relationship, usually the buyer of goods or services, to de-
termine when the party will receive indemnification from its supplier's
bank. The best explanation of why suppliers of goods and services and
their banks agree to confer such a power upon their buyers is Walter
Wriston's' version of the "golden" rule: "[H]e who has the gold, rules."
For a number of years, the gold that ruled the issuance of simple de-
mand standbys and guarantees was the oil revenue of Persian Gulf
countries.4 Construction companies from places as far away as Tucson,
Arizona, rushed to tender their bid, performance and repayment guar-
antees or standby letters of credit at the drop of a mere hint of Persian
Gulf business. Yet, as late as 1985, as asserted in an affidavit submitted
to the United States Court of Appeals for the 7th Circuit, Saudi Ara-
bian law required that a guarantor bank pay on its simple demand
guarantee or letter of credit against a simple oral statement by the ben-
eficiary that it was owed the amount claimed.' In the same vein, Lib-
2 For a comparison of these three institutions, see generally Kozolchyk, The
Emerging Law of Standby Letters of Credit and Bank Guarantees, 24 ARIz. L. REv.
319 (1982) [hereinafter Kozolchyk, Standbys].
I Walter Wriston, formerly President of First National City Bank of New York,
has been one of the world's most influential bankers of the last three decades. Martin
Mayer attributes to Wriston the introduction of the negotiable certificate of deposit. See
M. MAYER, THE BANKERS 200-01 (1976). In the present writer's opinion, the ability
to place corporate cash for a short term at the highest possible rate made possible by
the negotiable certificates of deposit was the essential antecedent to the development of
the present day's "global financial marketplace." Less admiringly, many United States
bankers also ascribe to Mr. Wriston the aphorism "sovereigns do not default in their
debt." The attitude reflected in this aphorism encouraged enormous loans of Petrodol-
lars to foreign sovereigns, especially developing nations. The lending banks' inability to
collect on these loans was responsible for a sarcastic epilogue to Wriston's aphorism:
"sovereigns may well not default in their debts; only their lenders do."
" Kozolchyk, Standbys, supra note 2, at 330.
' See Banque Paribas v. Hamilton Indus. Int'l, 767 F.2d. 380, 384 (7th Cir.
1985) ("And according to the Affidavit by Paribas' deputy manager in Bahrain, under
Saudi law the guarantee, despite its apparently clear wording, would have required
Paribas to pay SMC in response to an oral demand (provided that the documents speci-
[Vol. 11:1
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yan contract stipulations, examined by this writer, required wording in
guarantees and letters of credit promising payment, despite injunctions
or attachments or other legal proceedings to the contrary. Even as oil
revenues declined, guarantees continued to be used in connection with
the bidding for developing nations' contracts of public works including
the delivery, installation, maintenance and servicing of heavy
machinery."
Despite its common origin and function, the standby letter of
credit has a much wider spectrum of usage than the bank guarantee. In
addition to the sales and construction business reassurances, which it
fled in the letter were furnished later, as they were), because mails were uncertain in
Saudi Arabia.").
' See generally Poullet, Les Guaranties Contractuelles dans le Commerce Inter-
national, 5 DROIT ET PRATIQUE DU COMMERCE INTERNATIONAL 387 (1979) [herein-
after Poullet]; Stumpf, Frequent Abuses of Contract Guarantees and Attempts at Rem-
edying Abuses, LIBER AMICORUM FREDERIC EISEMANN 141 (1978) [hereinafter
Stumpf]. See also Schwank, Bank Guarantees in German and Austrian Law, 1982
INT'L BANKING L. 92 [hereinafter Schwank]; E. SCHINNERER & P. AVANCINI,
BANKVERTRAEGE II, 3d ed. 1978 [hereinafter SCHINNERER & AVANCINI] (discussion
of Austrian and German practices). See also Sion, La Garantie Bancaire Internatio-
nale et les Enseignements du Droit Amiricain, REVUE DE LA BANQUE, Mar. 1984, at
5, 6 [hereinafter Sion]. See also, Gavalda and Stoufflet, La Lettre de Garantie Interna-
tjonale, 1981 REVUE TRIMESTRIELLE DE DROIT COMMERCIAL Er DE DROIT
ECONOMIQUE 1, 1-3 [hereinafter Gavalda and Stoufflet] (on French law). See also H.
STUMPF & C. ULLRICH, BANKGARANTIEN (Vertragsgarantiern) (1987), trans. BANK
GUARANTEES (1987) (ICC doct. 470/int.234, 1987.11.02) [hereinafter STUMPF &
ULLRICH); Finger, Formen und Rechtsnatur der Bankgarantie, 1969 BETRIEB BER-
ATER 206 [hereinafter Finger]; Liesecke, Rechtsfragen der Bankgarantie, 1968
WERTPAPIER-MI-TTEILUNGEN, Teil IV 22; Pleyer, Die Bankgarantie im zwischen-
staatlichen Handel, WERTPAPIER-MITTEILUNGEN, Sonderbeilage, Nr. 2/1973, 8
[hereinafter Pleyer]; Miilbert, Missbrauch von Bankgarantien und einstweilige
Rechtsschutz, 60 TOBINGER RECHTSWISSENSCHAFTLICHE ABHANDLUNGEN BAND 4
(1985) [hereinafter Miilbert]; Freiherr von Marschall, Dokumentenakkreditive und
Bankgarantien im internationalen Zahlungsverkehr, 1977 ARBEITEN ZUR RECHT-
SVERGLEICHUNG 10; Freiherr von Marschall, Recent Developments in the Field of
Standby Letters of Credit and Performance Bonds in CURRENT PROBLEMS OF INTER-
NATIONAL TRADE FINANCING 260 (1983) [hereinafter von Marschall, Recent Devel-
opments]; F. GRAF VON WESTPHALEN, DIE BANKGARANTIE IM INTERNATIONALEN
HANDELSVERKEHR (1982) [hereinafter VON WESTPHALEN]; J. ZAHN, ZAHLUNG UND
ZAHLUNGSSICHERUNG IM AUSSENHANDEL (1986) [hereinafter ZAHN) (on German law
and practice). See also PORTALE, NuovI SVILUPPI DEL CONTRATTO AUTONOMO DI
GARANZIA 169 (1985); Le Garanzie Bancarie Internazionali, Banca e Borsa P.I, 1988
1, and COSTA, LA LErERA DI CREDrrO "STANDBY" COME FORMA DI GARANZIA
NEL COMMERCIO INTERNAZIONALE 223, 240-41 (1987) (on Italian law and practice).
See also B. KLEINER, BANKGARANTIE (1979) [hereinafter KLEINER]; J. ACKERMANN,
R. LOCHER, F. JOLIDON, A. RECHSTEINER, AKKREDITIVE DOKUMENATARINKASSI
BANKGARANTIEN (1985) [hereinafter ACKERMANN]; J. DOHM, BANKGARANTIEN IM
INTERNATIONALEN HANDEL (1985) [hereinafter DOHM]; Giger, Problems of Bank
Guarantee Abuse in Swiss Law, 1987 ARIZ. J. INT'L & COMP. L. 38, 43 [hereinafter
Giger]; Kronauer, Guarantees and Guarantee Like Indemnities under Swiss Law
1985 INT'L BANKING L. 122, 123 [hereinafter Kronauer]; M. Richter, Standby Letter
of Credit (1989) (Dissertation) (Zurich-Cambridge, 1989) (on Swiss law and practice).
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shares with bank guarantees, the standby letter of credit is used to reas-
sure the account party's performance of purely financial obligations.
Thus, one variety of standby issued by bank A, reassures thousands of
purchasers of municipal bonds of the repayment of principal and inter-
est owed in these bonds. Another standby, issued by bank B, reassures
bank A that it will be reimbursed by B if the proceeds of the transac-
tion financed by A's standby are insufficient to effect A's reimburse-
ment. A third type of financial standby assures a long-term mortgagee
that the construction phase of a project will be financed by a short term
mortgage. A fourth type assures the short term mortgagee that it will
be paid once construction is finished, regardless of whether the proceeds
of a long-term mortgage are sufficient. Other standbys are used to reas-
sure the holders of commercial paper, to secure the bank's customer's
borrowing in the open market, or the payment of insurance or reinsur-
ance obligations.'
Given the large variety and economic significance of these reassur-
ances, the banks' assumption of financial standby liability has reached
an extremely high volume, especially when compared with the volume
of issuance of commercial letters of credit. For example, for the years
1985 and 1986, the aggregate volume of outstanding obligations on
standby letters of credit by American banks was approximately $175
and $170 billion respectively.' Yet, as of March 31, 1987, the ratio of
standby to commercial letter of credit liability for the larger banks was
as high as six to one. Banks with assets over $10 billion reported a total
of $124 billion of standbys outstanding as compared with approxi-
mately $20 billion in commercial letters of credit.9
Aside from its greater variety and larger volume of outstanding
liability, the standby letter of credit has remained more faithful to the
guiding principles of its progenitor, the commercial letter of credit, than
has the bank guarantee. Well-drawn standbys reflect the influence of
the principle of abstraction as expressed in Article 4 of the Uniform
Customs and Practices for Documentary Credits (hereinafter referred
to as the UCP): "In credit operations all parties concerned deal in doc-
uments, and not in goods, services and/or other performances to which
the documents may relate."'1 Accordingly, compliance with such
7 For a detailed description of the various types of financial standbys alluded to in
the principal text, see Kozolchyk, Standbys, supra note 2, at 295.
8 See Chessen, Feeling the Heat of Risk-Based Capital: The Case of Off-Balance
Sheet Activity, REGULATORY REV., August 1987, reprinted in LETTER OF CREDIT
UPDATE, Nov. 1987, at 18, 21-24.
See Chessen, supra note 8, at 22.
10 See INTERNATIONAL CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, UNIFORM CUSTOMS AND
PRACTICES FOR DOCUMENTARY CREDITS, art. 4 (Publication No. 400, 1983 Rev.)
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standbys is verifiable solely by the examination of the documents
against the text of the credit. Faithful to the proverbial language in
Articles 3 and 4 of the UCP," the issuers of these standbys discard
wording that may require their ascertaining the occurrence of "causal"
or underlying transaction facts or events. This principle, often referred
to as "abstraction" or independence of the letter of credit, is now im-
bedded in the criteria for safety and soundness of banking practice
adopted by United States banking regulatory agencies.1 2 Similarly, the
drafters of the 1983 Revision of the UCP included standbys within the
fold of commercial letters of credit."3
2. THE 1978 ICC UNIFORM RULES FOR CONTRACT GUARANTEES
(URCG)
In sharp contrast to United States regulatory policy on standbys
[hereinafter UCP].
" Article 3 of the UCP states: "Credits, by their nature, are separate transactions
from the sales or other contract(s) on which they may be based and banks are in no
way concerned with or bound by such contract(s), even if any reference whatsoever to
such contract(s) is included in the credit." UCP, supra note 10, art. 3.
12 See, e.g., Comptroller of the Currency Interpretive Ruling 7.7016(d) of May
1977 ("[tlhe bank's obligation to pay should arise only upon presentation of a draft or
other documents as specified in the letter of credit, and the bank must not be called
upon to determine questions of fact or law . . . ."). For decisions that have influenced
regulatory criteria, see, e.g., Wichita Eagle & Beacon Pub. Co. v. Pacific Nat'l Bank,
493 F.2d 1285 (9th Cir. 1974); Republic Nat'l Bank v. Northwest Nat'l Bank, 578
S.W.2d 109 (Tex. 1978) and comment thereto in Kozolchyk, Standbys, supra note 2,
at 334-42.
i" Article 1 of the UCP states, in relevant part:
"These articles apply to all documentary credits, including, to the extent to which they
may be applicable, standby letters of credit .... " UCP, supra note 10, art. 1.
Article 2 states:
For the purpose of these articles, the expressions "documentary credit(s)"
and "standby letter(s) of credit" used herein (hereinafter referred to as
"credit(s)"), mean any arrangement, however named or described,
whereby a bank (the issuing bank), acting at the request and on the in-
structions of a customer, (the applicant for the credit),
i is to make a payment to or to the order of a third party (the
beneficiary), or is to pay or accept bills of exchange (drafts) drawn
by the beneficiary,
or
ii authorizes another bank to effect such payment, or to pay, accept
or negotiate such bills of exchange (drafts), against stipulated docu-
ments, provided that the terms and conditions of the credit are com-
plied with.
UCP, supra note 10, art. 2. For the problems created by the unimplemented equation,
see Kozolchyk, The 1983 UCP Revision, Trade Practices and Court Decisions: A Plea
for A Closer Relationship, 9 CAN. Bus. L. J., 214, 237-240 (1984). See also
Kozolchyk, Is Present Letter of Credit Law Up to its Task, 8 GEORGE MASON L. REv.
285, 304-19 (1986).
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and to the UCP principle of abstraction (as applicable to standbys since
the 1983 UCP Revision), the policy of the 1978 ICC Uniform Rules
for Contract Guarantees (URCG)'4 was of "causality," i.e., the guar-
antor's involvement in ascertaining or completing the performance of
obligations assumed by the contracting parties in the underlying trans-
action. The term contract guarantee included what the URCG de-
scribed as "tender bonds," "performance guarantees" and "repayment
guarantees."15 Contrary to the UCP principle of abstraction, 6 the
URCG sanctioned undertakings that required the issuing banks' deter-
mination of actual (as contrasted with purely documentary) underlying
transaction performance or default. For example, Article 2(b) of the
UROG described a performance guarantee as:
[a]n undertaking given by a bank, insurance company or
other party ("the guarantor") at the request of a supplier of
goods or services or other contractor ("the principal") . ..
whereby the guarantor undertakes-in the event of default
by the principal. . .- to make payment. . . or. .. to ar-
range for performance of the contract . 1.1.."
Unlike the issuer of a UCP commercial letter of credit, therefore,
the issuer of a URCG contractual guarantee was required to ascertain
whether the event of default had taken place, as a condition for pay-
ment of the guarantee. Predictably, prudent bankers stayed away from
such undertakings. In addition, many of the intended beneficiaries of
the URCG guarantee proved as reluctant as bankers. These benefi-
ciaries were unhappy with the URCG's unwillingness to "make provi-
sion for the so-called simple or first demand guarantees, under which
24 See INTERNATIONAL CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, PUB. No. 325, UNIFORM
RULES FOR CONTRACT GUARANTEES (1978) [hereinafter URCG].
15 In the Introduction to the UROG, the drafters describe each one of the transac-
tions involved as follows:
Broadly speaking, the purpose of a TENDER BOND (bid bond) is to provide
an assurance of the intention of the party submitting the tender (principal)
to sign the contract if his tender is accepted. Similarly, the PERFORMANCE
GUARANTEE is intended as a safeguard against the party to whom the
contract is awarded (principal) failing to meet his obligations under such a
contract, which, by its nature, normally requires a period of time for com-
pletion. Finally, the REPAYMENT GUARANTEE protects the interest of the
party awarding the contract (beneficiary) in respect of the repayment of
payments or advances made by him, in the event of the principal not ful-
filling the contract terms.
Id. at 7.
16 See UCP, supra note 10, arts. 3 and 4.
17 See URCG, supra note 14, at 19-20.
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claims are payable without independent evidence of their validity."18
The intended beneficiaries were also unhappy with the absence of rules
that would allow them to extend the duration of the guarantees for the
same period of time as their municipal statutes of limitations on guar-
antees, or for periods far in excess of the expiry period stipulated in the
guarantees. Such demands, needless to say, were regarded by many is-
suing bankers and their account parties as highly unreasonable.
The determination of what is a reasonable duration of a URCG
type of guarantee is neither arbitrary nor subjective; it is or should be
objectively ascertainable by the parties to the transaction. For example,
assume that a bidder is awarded the construction contract on which he
is bidding and, for which he is now required to tender a performance
guarantee. The moment he replaces his tender bid or tender guaran-
tee 9 with a performance guarantee20 there is no reason to extend the
life of the tender guarantee. There is, to be sure, good reason to allow a
performance guarantee to continue to be enforceable for some time after
the completion of the work: the additional period would cover the re-
maining time of the construction warranty. By the same token, how-
ever, it is manifestly unreasonable to demand a guarantee for an un-
specified period of time or for a time beyond that of the expiration of
the contract warranty. One need not be a banker to appreciate that an
indeterminate or long term assumption of liability implies higher risks
and higher costs in terms of commission and interest than in short term
and determinable length assumptions. Furthermore, since sound man-
agement of credit resources requires that commitments be accounted for
and evaluated from time to time, indeterminate or long-term bank
guarantee liability reduces the issuers' ability to lend soundly.
While the URCG were rarely used or incorporated into the text of
standby credits or bank guarantees, European banks, approximately
twenty years ago,2' commenced issuing irrevocable binding promises of
indemnification of default to mostly official beneficiaries in the Persian
Gulf and other developing nations. These promises were labeled letters
of credit, letters of guarantee, bank guarantees, international bank
guarantees, first guarantees, first demand guarantees, independent
guarantees, and, in Great Britain, conditional, unconditional and per-
18 See id. at 9.
19 For a description of a tender bid in the URCG, see URCG supra note 14, at
n.15.
20 See URCG, supra notes 14-15 (description of the performance guarantee).
21 See the author's interviews with European bankers in connection with the writ-
ing of the Chapter 5, "Letters of Credit," for IX INTERNATIONAL ENCYCLOPEDIA OF
COMPARATIVE LAW, (Commercial Transactions and Institutions 1978) [hereinafter
Kozolchyk, ENCYCLOPEDIA].
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formance bonds.22 Eventually, the term bank guarantee became the
most widely used.
The widespread use of the term bank guarantee did not assure
uniformity of legal treatment. To begin with, serious differences in sub-
stantive law on whether guarantees were abstract or causal obligations
existed among jurisdictions involved. These differences were known to
the draftsmen of the URCG who preferred to leave the determination
of abstraction to courts or arbitral tribunals.2" In addition, some bank
22 In Great Britain a distinction continues to be drawn between the traditional
performance bond and the contemporary on demand performance bond. See Williams,
On Demand and Conditional Performance Bonds, 1981 J. OF Bus. L. 8. Williams
describes these two bonds as follows:
Bonds and guarantees have been in common use in construction contracts
over a number of years as a means of ensuring the financial standing of a
contractor and his ability to fulfil a contract. They have been incorporated
into both domestic contracts, i.e., confined within the United Kingdom,
and international contracts. A bond may be defined for these purposes as:
"[A]n instrument under seal, usually by deed poll, whereby one person
binds himself to another for the payment of a specified sum either immedi-
ately or at a fixed future date." (citation omitted)...
Consequently, the practice has grown for many customers, particularly
public authorities, to safeguard themselves by insisting on a performance
bond clause within the contract (citation omitted). However, payment
under the bond will be conditional upon the customer proving:
i) an unremedied breach of contract by the contractor;
and
ii) loss caused by such breach.
Such proof is normally secured by an arbitration award in favour of the
customer or by agreement reached between the customer and contractor as
to loss. This type of bond is termed a conditional performance bond, i.e.
payment conditional upon non-performance, and until recent years was
the only form of performance bond requested. However, within the last
few years customers in certain countries, particularly in the Middle East,
have required an alternative form of performance bond from contractors,
which can be called in without proof of loss caused by breach of contract,
or even breach at all. In short, such a bond can be demanded at will, i.e.
an unconditional or on-demand performance bond.
Id. at 8-9. The influence of the British conditional performance bond is apparent in the
wording of Article 9 of the URCG that sets forth the documentation necessary to sup-
port a claim for payment:
A. [I]n the case of a tender guarantee, his declaration that the principal's
tender has been accepted and that the principal has then either failed to
sign the contract or has failed to submit a performance guarantee as pro-
vided for in the tender, and his declaration of agreement, addressed to the
principal, to have any dispute on any claim by the principal for payment
to him by the beneficiary of all or part of the amount paid under the
guarantee settled by a judicial or arbitral tribunal as specified in the
tender documents. . ..
URCG, supra note 14, at 24.
23 See URCG, supra note 14, at 9. The ICC drafters acknowledged that:
"It has also not been found practicable to deal with the complex subject of
the nature of the guarantee, i.e. whether it is a primary and independent
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guarantee forms linked the issuance of the guarantee to the existence of
underlying transactions, thereby rendering these guarantees presump-
tively causal undertakings, whereas others excluded such linkage.
3. THE CONTEMPORARY EUROPEAN BANK GUARANTEE: THE
PRACTICE
3.1 Types of Issuers
Inspired by the commercial letter of credit practice of issuance and
confirmation of the same credit by two different banks (the "issuing"
and the "confirming" bank), the bank guarantee is also frequently is-
sued by two banks. The first, bank A, issues its "direct" or "primary"
guarantee to the beneficiary in his place of business. The second, bank
B, assures A of reimbursement upon the latter's payment of its guaran-
tee. B's guarantee, also known as a "counter-guarantee," or "indirect"
guarantee, is usually issued in the customer's or account party's place
of business.
While the inspiration for the guarantee/counter-guarantee prac-
tice came from the irrevocable/confirmed letter of credit practice, the
differences between the two practices are significant. In the irrevocable
and confirmed letter of credit practice, the beneficiary is one and the
same, i.e., the supplier of goods or services to the issuing bank's cus-
tomer or account party. In the guarantee/counter-guarantee practice,
the beneficiary of the direct guarantee is usually the buyer of goods,
services, or both, and the beneficiary of the counter-guarantee is the
bank that issued the direct guarantee.
The legal implications of this distinction are reflected in the terms
and conditions for the payment of the two guarantees. The direct guar-
antee is paid against the beneficiary's statement, accompanied or not by
supporting documents. Expressly or implicitly, the beneficiary warrants
to the issuer of the direct guarantee the beneficiary's compliance with
the terms of the guarantee. By contrast, most of the counter-guarantees
examined by this writer make it clear that the counter-guarantor will
pay against a demand of reimbursement by the direct guarantor, ac-
companied or not as the case may be, by a certification or representa-
tion that the beneficiary of the direct guarantee complied with its terms.
Only occasionally does the counter-guarantor specify payment against
an examination of the documents tendered by the beneficiary.24 In
obligation or whether it is a secondary and accessory one, because of the
differing approaches to the matter under various national legislations."
, See infra Appendices A-C (text of composite forms). See also Banque Paribas
v. Hamilton Indus. Int'l, 767 F.2d 380, 382 (7th Cir. 1985) (supplying a typical stipu-
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other words, in most of the forms examined, the counter-guarantor acts
as a reimbursing bank with no power to examine documents on its
own, with the exception of the direct guarantor's draft or demand for
reimbursement.
Thus, the guarantee/counter-guarantee practice embodies two dif-
ferent promises. In the direct guarantee, the promise is to pay against
the beneficiary's draft or demand for payment accompanied or not by
supporting documents. In the counter-guarantee, the bank promises to
pay the direct guarantor upon the latter's representation or certification
of payment to the beneficiary in compliance with the terms of the direct
guarantee. The difference between these promises explains why a guar-
antee may be issued subject to certain terms and conditions as a "bank
guarantee," and the counter-guarantee may be issued subject to related
but not necessarily the same terms and conditions. It also explains why
hybrids abound in the bank guarantee practice, i.e. direct guarantees
issued as bank guarantees backed by standby letters of credit issued as
counter-guarantees and vice versa.
25
3.2 The Context of Issuance
Counter-guarantees which do not require the counter- guarantor's
verification of beneficiary's compliance with the terms of the direct
guarantee are usually the result of a pressured context. Many, if not
most, of the guarantees so issued, are dictated by a governmental
lation in a letter of credit. The amount of the letter of credit is payable upon demand
"if accompanied by your [Paribas] signed statement certifying that you have been called
upon to make payment under your guaranty issued in favor of. . . ."). See generally
Kronauer, supra note 6, at 123 (discussion of Swiss banking forms). On the duty of
verification of the direct guarantor in German law, see Canaris, GROSSKOMENTAR ZU
HGB 111/2, 3d ed. 1975/78 (asserting that the fact that the guarantee is on first de-
mand does not exempt the issuing bank from its contractual duty of care and protection
of its customer by carefully checking the presentation of documents and by refusing to
pay if the demand can be considered an abuse of the guarantee); Schwank, supra note
6, at 7 (an approving citation of the above source in connection with Austrian law). See
also Gavalda and Stoufflet supra note 6, at 3-12 (discussion of the separation of inde-
pendence of the two promises in French decisional law).
25 For descriptions of the hybrid guarantees in the United States, see e.g., Foxboro
Co. v. Arabian Am. Oil Co., 805 F.2d 34,36 (1st Cir. 1986); Banque Paribas v. Ham-
ilton Indus. Int'l, 767 F. 2d 380, 382-84 (7th Cir. 1985); Paccar Int'l v. Commercial
Bank of Kuwait, 757 F.2d 1058, 1061 (9th Cir. 1985); KMW Int'l v. Chase Manhat-
tan Bank, N.A. 606 F.2d 10, 12-13 (2d Cir. 1979). See also Judgment of April 6, 1982
(Tribunal de Commerce de Bruxelles, BeIg.), 1982 D. S. Jur. 504 (standby letter of
credit used as a counter guarantee for a performance bond or guarantee issued by an
Iranian bank), referred to in July, 1983 INT'L BANKING L., at 22-23. Compare with
Spier v. Calzaturificio Tecnica, No. 86 Civ. 3447, slip op. 9919 (S.D.N.Y. Sept. 7,
1988) (LEXIS Genfed library, Dist. file) (an Italian guarantee being deemed insuffi-
cient security in the United States thus requiring the issuance of a United States
standby letter of credit).
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buyer's pre-conditions for the account party's doing business in his
country. As a rule, the dictate also includes the designation of an issu-
ing bank (often an official or quasi-official bank) in the buyer's place of
business.2"
A less pressured version of the guarantee practice consists in the
issuance of a direct guarantee by the principal's bank, followed by this
bank's request for a confirmation of its guarantee by a bank in the
beneficiary's place of business. This version allows for an examination
of the beneficiary's tender of documents by both banks and thus is
closer to the irrevocable/confirmed commercial letter of credit
practice.1
7
The direct guarantee/counter-guarantee practice has also been
equated to the back-to-back letter of credit. 8 This equation is inaccu-
28 The fate of "on demand" performance bonds seems inextricably tied with the
law of "public works" in large importing nations such as Saudi Arabia. See Johnson, A
Comparison: The New Saudi Standard Public Works Contract and the FIDIC Condi-
tions, MIDDLE EAST ExEcuTivE REPORTS, Sept. 1988, at 11. Johnson reports the
following development:
Saudi Arabia's recently adopted standard form contract for public works,
while closely tracking the various clauses of the widely accepted 1977
third edition of the FIDIC Conditions, (Conditions of Contract (Interna-
tional) for Works of Civil Engineering Construction with Forms of
Tender and Agreement, (3rd Edition, March 1977)) departs significantly
from the Conditions in areas concerning the allocation of contractual bur-
dens, opportunities for breach, and dispute settlement. Not surprisingly,
these departures are all in favor of the employer. . . . The Saudi contract
in certain areas puts all of the weight on one side, raising questions of
fundamental fairness and reasonableness. For example, both contracts per-
mit the employer to suspend work without penalty in certain circum-
stances. Article 40(2) of the FIDIC Conditions, however, permits the con-
tractor in certain circumstances to treat a suspension lasting more than 90
days as an abandonment of the contract by the employer. The Saudi Con-
tract grants no such contractor right of declaring an abandonment, thus
giving the employer right of virtually indefinite or infinite suspension.
Id. at 21 (citation omitted). From a guarantor or counter-guarantor's standpoint, this is
a very important legal datum. As long as the contract underlying the guarantee is tech-
nically alive, albeit suspended, as opposed to abandoned and terminated, the Saudi Ara-
bian beneficiary of the guarantee will contend that despite the term of expiration of the
guarantee, the guarantee continues to be enforceable. Cf. Foxboro Co. v. Arabian Am.
Oil. Co., 805 F.2d 34 (1st Cir. 1986) (discussion of the expiration of the bank guaran-
tee). Underlying the letter of credit and bank guarantee involved in Foxboro was the
following stipulation: "BUYER may, at any time and at its sole convenience, terminate
this procurement contract of any part of the WORK by giving notice to SELLER". Id.
at 36 n.2. See generally Gnichtel, The Intricacies of Performance Guarantees in Saudi
Arabia, 100 BANKING L.J. 354 (1983) (role of performance guarantees in the trade
with Saudi Arabia).
2 For an example of a standby letter of credit payable upon presentation of a
draft and certification as specified and attached to the standby letter of credit itself, see
M. ROWE, GUARANTEES: STANDBY LETTERS OF CREDIT AND OTHER SECURITIES
121, 122 (1987) [hereinafter ROWE].
" See Stand-By Letters of Credit and Guarantees: Report to the Secretary-Gen-
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rate. The back-to-back letter of credit practice is, at root, a secured
transaction. In a back-to-back transaction, bank X is contacted by Z, an
intermediary-seller who has in his possession an irrevocable letter of
credit issued to him as beneficiary by bank Y. On the strength of Y's
letter of credit, X decides to issue its own letter of credit to W who is
Z 's supplier. For security purposes, X acquires possession of Y's letter
of credit and will pay its own letter of credit upon presentation of docu-
ments compatible with the requirements in Y's letter of credit. Accord-
ingly, W becomes the beneficiary of X's letter of credit and Z surren-
ders Y's letter of credit to X until the latter can reimburse itself from
its proceeds. In contrast, in the most common type of guarantee/
counter-guarantee transaction the beneficiary of the counter-guarantee
issued by bank X is not W, a third party, but the issuer of the direct
guarantee, bank Y, and bank Y will not demand possession of X's letter
of credit as a precondition for issuing its own.
3.3 The Bank Guarantee Profile
The proliferation of banking guarantees throughout Europe and
the mushrooming legal literature on European bank guarantees 9 has
made it possible to draw, if not a detailed picture, at least a transac-
tional profile of a typical European bank guarantee transaction. Widely
issued since the late sixties by banks in Austria, Belgium, France, West
Germany, Great Britain, Greece, Italy, the Netherlands, Spain, Swe-
den and Switzerland, the bank guarantee covers many of the transac-
tions associated with the standby letter of credit. These transactions
range from the supply of machinery and equipment to local contractors,
to the building of major public and private works by contractors, to the
rendering of consulting services or franchising agreements to public or
private entities in the direct guarantor's country or place of business.
Occasionally, these guarantees are issued to cover the payment of a
lease or mortgage."0 On the whole, however, they are not used in con-
eral, supra note 1, para. 87 at 19. See also Judge Posner's statement that "[i]t thus
would make no difference whether Paribas was the confirming bank, as we have sug-
gested was probably the case, or the issuer of a second letter of credit (the guarantee) of
which American National Bank was the beneficiary, which would make this a case of
"back to back" letters of credit." Banque Paribas v. Hamilton Indus. Int'l, 767 F.2d
380, 384 (7th Cir. 1985) (emphasis added).
" See supra note 6. See also appendices A-C (references to sources in the compos-
ite bank guarantee forms).
11 See, e.g., Kronauer, supra note 6, at 126 (discussing an unpublished decision of
the District Court of Zurich of Feb. 17, 1981). In the booming "gold coast" of Spain, it
has become customary t6 sell unbuilt condominiums with a bank guarantee that assures
the purchaser of repayment of his purchase price in the event of the developer's failure
to complete the project or to deliver the finished condominium at the agreed upon time.
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nection with an assurance of repayment of principal and interest, such
as in a municipal bond or commercial paper issuance, or to pay pro-
ceeds of uncollectible insurance or reinsurance obligations, as is done
routinely by United States financial standbys. Therefore, European
bank guarantees continue to be issued generally to a single, and exclu-
sive beneficiary, rather than to multiple beneficiaries or to fiduciary
representatives of multiple beneficiaries or of sub-beneficiaries, as is
customarily done with financial standbys.
While statistics on aggregate volume of issuance are generally un-
available, some researchers have been able to obtain figures that indi-
cate the large volume of bank guarantee issuances in Europe. Professor
von Marschall reports that one major German bank estimated its 1979-
80 volume of issuances as approximately 10,000 guarantees."' The
amount per issuance is also considerable."2 In informal conversations
with this author, European bankers estimated such an amount to be
$250,000 on the average. Stumpf and Ullrich estimate that the amount
commonly involved in German tender guarantees for the supply of
plant and machinery is 2% of the tender sum, while Gavalda and
Stoufflet estimate the amount of French performance guarantee ranges
between 5 and 10% of the total amount of the contract.33
The duration of the typical European bank guarantee also exceeds
the average duration of a commercial letter of credit. While the expiry
of commercial letters of credit is counted in terms of days and months,
the expiry of bank guarantees, as that of many United States standbys,
is usually in terms of years.
Collateralization practices differ with each issuance. On the whole,
however, European banks do not rely on documents of title to the goods
involved as collateral, as is the case with many commercial letters of
credit. As often as not, the collateral involved in the issuance of a Euro-
pean bank guarantee or counter-guarantee is the account party's com-
pensating balance or deposit of moneys or of liquid securities with the
issuing bank or, occasionally, a real estate mortgage.
Through the 1970s and early 1980s the bargaining power of the
beneficiaries and the "principals" (account parties) of European bank
guarantees was markedly different. G. Sion, a keen observer of Belgian
and French bank guarantee practices, points out that the bank guaran-
tees issued or guaranteed by French and Belgian bankers reflected
"monopsonic" market conditions, i.e., where contractors of public
S von Marschall, Recent Developments, supra note 6, at 280 n.83.
31 See Sion, supra note 6, at 6.
33 STUMPF AND ULLRICH, supra note 6, at 6; Gavalda and Stoufflet, supra note
6, at 5.
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works and suppliers of high technology were pitted against each other
by a sole buyer with the legal wherewithal to determine the conditions
of the sale or performance of services.34 And, unlike the picture of ac-
count party sophistication assumed by such landmark United States de-
cisions as American Bell International v. Islamic Republic of Iran,3"
Sion's profile of the French typical account party is quite different since
"a country like France, which exports almost 20% of its national prod-
uct, [must] count among its exporters small and medium enterprises
who are not familiar with the mechanism of the international banking
guarantee." 6
It is true that the bargaining power of the typical European bank
guarantee beneficiary of the 1970s has, in tune with OPEC's decline,
also declined markedly since 1984 (the date of Sion's study). Yet,
monopsonic or "buyer's market" conditions continue to prevail in many
of the locations served by continental European bank guarantees, En-
glish performance bonds and United States standbys.3
3.4 Customary Bank Guarantee Forms
While the wording of contemporary European bank guarantees
varies significantly by country, commercial center, and bank or banking
association involved, common elements are apparent. Representative
language used in tender, advance payment and performance guarantees
has been selected from eight different sets of banking forms and tran-
scribed in composite fashion in appendices A (for tender guarantees), B
(for advance payment guarantees) and C (for performance guaran-
tees).3 8 Each of the selected composite texts contains references to the
Sion supra note 6, at 17. See also Gavalda and Stoufflet, supra note 6, at 1-2.
8 474 F. Supp. 420 (S.D.N.Y. 1979).
8 Sion refers to "[u]n pays comme la France, qui exporte prks de 20% de son
produit national, et qui doit donc compter parmi ses exportateurs de petites et moyen-
nes entreprises qui ne connaissant pas forciment le mbcanisme de la garantie ban-
caire internationale . . . ." Sion, supra note 6, at 17.
"' See generally White, Bankers Guarantees and the Problem of Unfair Calling,
1979 J. MARi. L. COM. 121.
" For Austrian sources and sets of forms, see CREDrrANSTALT-BANKVEREIN,
AUSLANDSGARANTIEN: AUSFOHRLICHE DARSTELLUNG DER AUSLANDSGARANTIEN
MIT BEISPIELEN AUS DER BANKPRAXIS (Creditanstalt-Bankverein, Wien, 1987) 19-21
(advance payment guarantee), 23 (performance guarantee), 31 (counter-guarantee), 40
(extend or pay practice).
For Belgian and French sources and sets of forms, see Poullet, supra note 6, at
395-98, 412-18.
For Swiss sources and sets of forms, see ACKERMANN et al., supra note 6, at 41
(Stand-by-Akkreditiv), 141 (Bid Guarantee), 147-48 (Anzahlungsgarantie-Advance
Payment Guarantee); DOHM, supra note 6, at 183 (Bietungsgarantie), 184 (Bid Bond),
185 (Garantie de soumisson), 186 (Erfiillungsgarantie), 187 (Performance Guarantee),
188 (Garantie de bonne execution), 189-90 (Anzahlungsgarantie), 191-92 (Repayment
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legal cause of issuance, language on the cause of issuance, certainty of
enforcement and expiration of the respective type of guarantee.
3.4.1 The Causal Section
The first or causal section contains a reference, in varying degree
of detail, to the legal "cause" or transaction that prompts the issuance.
The causal text of the three types of guarantees examined is fairly uni-
form and resembles the text of English "conditional" bonds, issued in
response to requirements set forth in FIDIC, a compilation of rules
and forms for civil engineering construction contracts influential
throughout Europe."9 It should be noted that the transactions involved
in the selected forms, i.e., tender of bids, repayment of buyer or im-
porter advances and performance of sale or services are the same trans-
actions the URCG unsuccessfully attempted to regulate."'
An English conditional bond is a formal contract in which one
party, the promisor, obligates himself to pay the promisee a sum of
money on the happening of a particular event."1 Such a bond consists,
inter alia, of the following:
1. The obligation by which the promisor binds himself to pay a
sum of money;
2. The recitals which explain the relationship of the above promise
to the main contract;
3. The condition which describes the events on the occurrence of
Guarantee), 193-94 (Garantie de remboursement d'acomptes), 195-96 (Ausfall-
Zahlungsgarantie), 197-98 (Payment Guarantee), 199-200 (Garantie de paiement),
205 (Gegengarantie), 206 (Counter-Guarantee), 207 (Contre-garantie); KLEINER,
supra note 6, at 170 (Anzahlungsgarantie), 171 (Garantie de restitution d'acomptes),
172 (Letter of Indemnity), 173 (ErftUlungsgarantie), 174 (Garantie de bonne execu-
tion), 175 (Performance Bond); UNION BANK OF SwITz., GUIDE TO DOCUMENTARY
TRANSACTIONS IN FOREIGN TRADE: DOCUMENTARY CREDITS, DOCUMENTARY COL-
LECTIONS, BANK GUARANTEES 87 (Bid Bond), 88 (Performance Bond), 89 (Letter of
Indemnity-Advance Payment Guarantee), 91 (Counter-Guarantee for Bid Bond), 92
(Letter of Indemnity) (1985).
For West German sources and sets of forms, see STUMPF & ULLRICH, supra note
6, at Annex I (Tender Guarantee-Bietungsgarantie, Repayment Guarantee-
Anzahlungsgarantie, Performance Guarantee-Erfillungsgarantie), Annex II (Uncondi-
tional Tender Guarantee-Bedigungslose Bietungsgarantie, Unconditional Repayment
Guarantee-Bedigungslose Anzahlungsgarantie, Unconditional Performance Guarantee-
Bedigungslose Erfillungsgarantie); VON WESTPHALEN, supra note 6, at 342-43
(Anzahlungsgarantie), 355-56 (Bietungsgarantie), 357-58 (Anzahlungsgarantie), 359-
60 (Erfiillungsgarantie).
" For a short description of a conditional bond, see supra note 22. For its rela-
tionship to FIDIC and, more recently, to the public law of contracts of large importers
in the Persian Gulf, see supra note 26.
40 See supra text accompanying notes 14-23 for a description of the URCG
transactions.
4' White, supra note 37, at 123.
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which the obligation is to cease or expire.
Similarly, the tender guarantee of Appendix A uses "recital" lan-
guage such as "tender given by . . . ," or "we refer to the tender sub-
mitted to you by [guarantor customer's name].""' Accordingly, the
guarantor assumes that his customer (also referred to as "principal" in
bank guarantee parlance) has submitted his bid prior to the issuance of
the bank guarantee. The guarantor's promise of payment is thus predi-
cated upon a pre-existing submission of the tender or bid. The guaran-
tor also predicates his duty to pay on the bidder's (the guarantor's cus-
tomer's) failure to enter into the principal contract once the bid is
awarded to him by the beneficiary of the guarantee. As stated in the
Swiss bid guarantee forms drawn by Kleiner: "[WIhich (guarantee)
shall be payable by us to you on receipt of your first written demand
which shall incorporate your certificate that after acceptance of said
bid, Messrs failed to enter into the respective contract.""'
The conclusion is inescapable that if X, the guarantor's customer,
did not tender its bid or that if Y, another bidder, was successful in
being awarded the contract in question, either X or its guarantor should
be able to claim the invalidity or unenforceability of the guarantee.
Similar language conditioning the issuance of the guarantee to an
underlying transaction is found in advance payment and performance
guarantees. Appendix B contains recitals by the guarantor such as:
[W]e understand from our clients Messrs . . . that they as
sellers have signed with you as buyers on . . . a contract
regarding the delivery of. . . with an invoice value of ....
The payment conditions provide that you have to transfer to
our above clients a $ . . . advance payment . . . amount to
• . . against a covering bank guarantee.""
And Appendix C contains the following stiptilations:
We have been informed that you have concluded on . . . a
contract no . . . hereafter the contract . . . with Messrs.
hereafter the seller, for the supply of . . . at a total price of
... . Pursuant to the contract the seller is required to pro-
vide you with a performance guarantee in the amount of
.% of the total price . ... 45
42 See infra app. A (language from STUMPF & ULLRICH, supra note 6, at 42 and
ROWE, supra note 27, at 94).
4 See infra app. A (language from KLEINER, supra note 6, at 182).
4' See infra app. B (language from Austria's Creditanstalt-Bankverein, supra
note 38).
"' See infra app. G (language from DOHM, supra note 6, at 187).
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The preceding advance payment and performance guarantees pre-
suppose and are conditioned upon the buyer having made an advance
payment, or the seller having been awarded a contract whose obliga-
tions the seller undertook to perform. If the buyer did not make such
an advance payment, or if the customer was not the seller of the goods
or supplier of the services involved in the contract in question, as with
the non-bidder or the unsuccessful bidder of the tender guarantee, the
advance payment and performance guarantees have nothing to reassure
and thus lack their legal cause.46
English bankers accustomed to issuing conditional bonds may ob-
ject to the importance attached by continental civil-law lawyers to the
clauses discussed above. These bankers may argue that the language in
question does not amount to a condition in the technical legal sense but
is a mere ritualistic and anecdotal "recital" lacking in legal significance.
Yet the same bankers would have to admit that none of their profit-
seeking customers would procure the issuance of a tender guarantee for
a tender that the customer did not make and does not intend to make,
or of a repayment guarantee for an advance payment the customer
never received, or of a performance guarantee for a contract that does
not exist and to which the customer does not intend to agree. Since
these events are essential presuppositions for issuance, they must also
affect the enforceability of the bonds or guarantees.
It should be noted that the legal cause that supports the issuance
of a given type of guarantee is not necessarily the same that supports
the whole underlying transaction between the customer and the benefi-
ciary or that supports another phase of this transaction. Each of the
three guarantees has its own legal cause or "base" transaction and is
enforceable according to its terms even if another guarantee lacks its
base and legal cause. Thus, a beneficiary of a tender guarantee can
enforce it against a customer bidder who failed to enter into the final
contract although the same beneficiary could not enforce a repayment
guarantee that lacked the presupposed advance payment. Moreover, the
legal cause of the performance guarantee could be one of many, de-
pending upon what was meant by the base transaction. As stated by
Professors Stoufflet and Gavalda:
Cause, is above all a concept imbued with suppleness. The
cause of the performance guarantee offers the most serious
46 For a discussion of the meaning of the civil law cause and consideration in the
context of civil and commercial transactions, see Kozolchyk, The Commercialization of
Civil Law and the Civilization of Commercial Law, 40 LA. L. Rv. 3, (1979) [herein-
after Kozolchyk, Commercialization].
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difficulty: it could be the existence of a contract, or the com-
pletion of a contract between the customer and the benefi-
ciary. The proven absence of any contract between the par-
ties, or its annulment or rescission will liberate the
guarantor, because of the absence or disappearance of the
cause .... 47
Finally, they conclude that:
Another benefit of the preceding analysis is that it assures
the guarantor, and indirectly its principal, a minimum of
protection by leaving the door open to the limited but real
possibility of annulling the guarantee when it violates the
rules on cause. Mistake in the guarantee's cause is not in-
conceivable . . . . One can visualize, also, the illegality of the
cause, such as in a guarantee issued to enable the carrying
out of an unlawful transaction ... 4
Therefore, the presence of causal language in the Appendix forms
and the absence of such language in contemporary letters of credit is
highly significant. The absence of a causal linkage between letters of
credit and their underlying transactions was the result of the business
decision to create a new variety of banking promise akin to an accept-
ance in advance of the presentation of the draft or demand of payment.
In exchange for such a promise, the beneficiary had to present docu-
ments whose facial compliance with the terms of the credit alone would
prompt payment. These documents, however, were deemed inherently
valuable in the sense of being susceptible to convey commercial value,
whether in the forms of title to goods, facilitation of customs entry or
insurance proceeds.
Such a decision has not yet been made by the banking and legal
communities involved in the issuance of bank guarantees. Interviews
conducted by this writer approximately ten years ago revealed consider-
able distrust of the powers granted to beneficiaries, especially by the
"first" or "simple" demand guarantees. Distrust in beneficiary inspired
certification or documentation is as high as ever.49 This distrust has led
"' Gavalda & Stoufflet, supra note 6, at 10-11.
48 Id. at 11.
41 The distrust and reluctance apparent in the 1970's is still apparent in the reac-
tion of some European bankers or banker associations to attempts to sanction the use of
first or simple demand guarantees. See, e.g., ICC Docs 470/Int.263, 460/Int.218 and
460/Int-Int.38, of 1989.IV.03 (containing a letter by Asea Brown Bovery AB to the
Swedish National Committee of the ICC in which the banker signatory states, "My
main concern is that this new version makes it possible for the beneficiaries to avoid the
requirement of making a bona fide statement by merely using the words "simple de-
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many bankers and banking lawyers to insert "causal" language to facil-
itate the invalidation of the guarantor's obligation if the need appears.
It should also be remembered that the causality described above is
highly consistent not only with English conditional bonds but also with
continental European suretyship. For example, Article 2012 of the
French Civil Code, in its inimitable proverbial fashion, refers to surety-
ship as the type of obligation (cautionnement) which "could only exist
for a valid obligation" (le cautionnement ne peut exister que sur une
obligation valable).50 The same principle is found in other European
codes. 5' Because this view of suretyship was so widespread, once the
URCG resorted to suretyship language it could not avoid enforcement
as an accessory and causal promise.
52
3.4.2 The Abstract Section: Sources of Abstraction
The beneficiaries of the URCG guarantees made their displeasure
with the URCG known to the International Chamber of Commerce:
unless these guarantees could be enforced strictly on the basis of their
textual requirements and unless these requirements could be verified by
determining whether specified statements or representations had been
made, the beneficiaries of the URCG guarantees would reject them as
categorically as they rejected the URCG. This meant that the issuers of
the European bank guarantees wishing to satisfy these beneficiaries had
to engage in a most difficult balancing act. On the one hand, they could
only protect themselves against unwarranted claims by preserving a
modicum of causality. On the other hand, they could only induce bene-
ficiaries' reliance by issuing abstract promises DI FR /DI FRof pay-
ment. Most jurisdictions, however, lacked statutory rules on abstract
guarantees. Instead, code and statutory rules on guarantees were essen-
tially causal. 53 In addition, courts in some of the most influential juris-
dictions did not sanction abstract bank guarantees for internal trade
mand" in the text of the guarantee.").
50 CODE CIVIL [C. Civ.] art. 2012 (Fr.).
For an example in the Napoleonic family of codes, see CODIGO CIVIL art. 1824
(Spain). For a provision in a code of a different legislative tradition, see SCHWEiZER-
ISCHES OBLIGATIONENRECHT, CODE DES OBLIGATIONS, CODICE DELLE OBLIGAZIONI
[OR, Co, Co] art. 492(2) and comment thereto in Kronauer, supra note 6, at 122.
:2 See generally Kozolchyk, Standbys, supra note 2, at 323-24 (discussing that
upon proof of non-performance, the bank must pay the beneficiary a stipulated amount
of money or must complete performance of the contract despite further exposure to
additional liability).
'3 See supra text accompanying notes 39-52 (discussing the causal section of cus-
tomary bank guarantee forms).
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until the mid-1970s or early 1980s.5" European banks, therefore, had to
rely on contractual and customary law as the basis for enforcing bank
guarantees, and hope that courts would remain sensitive to the need to
enforce such a guarantee. By and large, courts have been supportive. In
France, for example, enforcement of abstract bank guarantees was
based not only upon the freedom of contract principle of Article 1134 of
the French Civil Code, 5 but also on the power of the commercial pro-
fession to create its own law through custom and usage of trade. This
power has remained, on the whole, undisputed in the area of interna-
tional trade.5"
Based on the Article 1134 freedom, French bank guarantees de-
clared themselves to be abstract promises, not subject to various listed
and unlisted defenses or equities.5" While occasionally criticized,5" this
approach has succeeded, albeit only in principle. Generally, European
courts are willing to enforce bank guarantees as abstract obligation
promises. Yet, causality is still alive, especially as an exception to the
general principle of abstraction. Beneficiary's fraud, abuse of rights, il-
legality, and unjust enrichment are among the most prominent excep-
tions. These exceptions can be used by the counter-guarantor or cus-
tomer as defenses or shields in actions for payment or reimbursement.
They can also be turned into swords by customers or counter-guaran-
tors petitioning for injunctions against drawing on or payment of the
guarantees, or for attachment of guarantee or counter-guarantee
proceeds. 9
In the opinions of Professors Stoufflet and Gavalda (and of this
writer), 0 the abstract or independent language in a bank guarantee
" See infra note 56 (alluding to bank guarantees as universally accepted interna-
tional instruments, but questioning their validity in internal French law).
55 C. Civ. art. 1134 (Fr.) (stating in relevant part: "[ciontracts lawfully entered
into have the force of law between the contracting parties . . . ."). For the significance
of this provision in terms of standards of adjudication, see Kozolchyk, Commercializa-
tion, supra note 46, at 13-14.
51 It is interesting that, to this day, some French "civilists" (experts in civil code
institutions, as opposed to commercialists or publicists) are willing to accept the bank
guarantee as a strictly international instrument but reject its validity in internal French
law. See, e.g., J. Terray, Le cautionnement: une institution en danger, J.G.P. I No.
34/37, 3295 (1987) [hereinafter Terray]. Terray admits that the decision of December
13, 1983, by the Cour de cassation sanctioned the validity of the first demand guarantee
in French law (dans l'ordrefrancaise interne). The author is also aware of Gavalda
and Stoufflet's advocacy of the "importation" of this institution. Yet he decries such an
importation as destructive of the balance of equities in the suretyship relationship.
17 See, e.g., Gavalda and Stoufflet, supra note 6, at 2-3 and Gavalda and Stouf-
flet, J.C.P. No. 117, 14778 (1986).
58 See Terray, supra note 56.
59 See infra text accompanying notes 96-138.
'0 See infra note 47 for the opinions of Professors Stoufflet and Gavalda. Stumpf
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does not prevent a bank guarantee from being annulled because of the
failure of its "base" transaction or legal cause. For example, even
though a tender guarantee referred to itself as abstract or independent,
the complying draft and certification of a beneficiary, although in com-
pliance on its face, would not prevent the invalidation of the guarantee
if the customer had failed to bid on the contract. In effect, then, the
nonexistence of a legal cause gives the guarantor bank and its principal
the power to annul or revoke what is represented as an irrevocable and
abstract or independent promise.
3.4.3 Abstract Language
The abstract section expresses the guarantor's irrevocable and cer-
tain promise to pay a sum of money upon compliance with stipulated
conditions and within a certain term. Thus, the German banking forms
of tender guarantees compiled by Stumpf and Ullrich state:
the guarantor hereby undertakes irrevocably to pay the bene-
ficiary, within a period of 14 working days from the date of
receipt by him of the beneficiary's first request in writing
any sum claimed up to the amount of . . . DM, provided
this request is received no later than (expiry date)."1
The expression "first request" or "first demand" is significant
enough to be included in every form examined by this writer. Yet, its
meaning is not explained in the various ICC Draft proposals of Uni-
form Rules for Guarantees. 2 The URCG's unpopularity and the con-
tinuing popularity of Walter Wriston's "golden" rule,8 would indicate
that "first demand" implies that once the beneficiary makes its demand
for the first time it will not have to demand it again.
Other abstract stipulations reveal an ambiguity similar to that of
"first demand." For example, the Union Bank of Switzerland's tender
guarantee promises: "[T]o pay you on first demand irrespective of the
validity and the effects of the above mentioned Bid and waiving all
rights of objection and defense arising from said bid, any amount up
and Ullrich cite Schr6der, Ruckzahlangusgarantien oder -bilrgschaften ohne
Anzahlungseingang beim Avalkreditgeber, DER BETRIEB 2537 (1975) for the admissi-
bility in German law of the defense where a down payment had not been made with
respect to the enforcement of a repayment guarantee. STUMPF AND ULLRICH, supra
note 6, at 6 n.9. For a German court decision that adopted the view that failure to pay
the advance payment renders the guarantee absolutely null and void, see infra notes
136-138 and accompanying text (the 1985 Regional Court of Detmold decision).
61 See infra app. A.
62 See URCG, supra note 14 and listing of drafts infra note 176.
'3 See supra note 3 and accompanying text.
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to . . "" The same bank's advance payment guarantee undertakes:
[T]o refund to you, on your first demand, irrespective of the validity
and effects of the above mentioned contract, the advance payment in
the amount of. ... "565
Its performance guarantee promises: "[T]o pay you on first de-
mand, irrespective of the validity and the effects of the above men-
tioned contract and waiving all rights of objection and defense arising
from said contract, any amount up to. .. upon receipt of your writ-
ten confirmation that Messrs . . . have failed to .... ""
Contrary to the effect of the causal language, these stipulations
appear to assert that the Union Bank of Switzerland as guarantor can-
not raise any causal defenses. A closer reading, though, reveals that the
guarantor's waiver of defenses in the above guarantees refers to the
"validity and effects" of the base transaction and does not waive its
nonexistence. In fact, the waiver language presumes the existence of a
bid, of an advance payment, and of a performance contract. The guar-
antor's waiver of "validity" defenses cannot be read to prevent a Swiss
administrative or judicial authority from nullifying an illegal guarantee.
The grant of such a power to a private party violates imperative code
law.
6 7
3.5 The Expiry Section
Expiration looms larger for the issuers of bank guarantees than for
the issuers of letters of credit. In the typical letter of credit form, expi-
ration does not deserve a special clause, and it is often confined to a
blank space to be filled in during each credit issuance. By contrast,
bank guarantees devote special clauses to the expiration of the guaran-
tee. For example, Ackermann's bid guarantee form stipulates:
Any claim in respect thereof should be made to us by the
twentieth of November . . . at the latest. Should we receive
no claim from you by that date, our liability will cease 'ipso
facto' and the present letter of guarantee will become null
and void. Please return to us this letter of guarantee, on ex-
piry date for cancellation.68
See infra app. A (emphasis added).
e See infra app. B (emphasis added).
e See infra app. C (emphasis added).
67 European civil codes invariably contain the principle that unlawful obligations
are deemed either absolutely void or non-existent. See, e.g., OR, Co, Co § 20 (Switz)
(stating that "[c]ontracts containing provisions which are impossible, illegal or contra
bonos mores are invalid").
" See infra app. A.
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Other forms, such as Dohm's, insist that the "original of this in-
strument must be returned to us after the expiry date or after all your
claims hereunder have been satisfied by us." 9 Stumpf and Ullrich's
form admonishes the beneficiary that "after the lapse of this guarantee,
the beneficiary shall, without delay, return the guarantee document to
the principal, (and, where the guarantee has been paid to the benefi-
ciary) . . . it shall be the Guarantor's duty to return the guarantee
document to the principal." '
Much depends upon the beneficiary's awareness of when the guar-
antee expires, and who possesses the document that contains the "origi-
nal" version of the guarantee.
3.5.1 The Beneficiary Statute of Limitations Problem
Why should the guarantor's repossession of the bank guarantee be
so organically linked to the expiration of the guarantee if such a
linkage has proven unnecessary for other "mercantile specialties," such
as bills of exchange or letters of credit? The implication of the require-
ment to surrender an expired or unenforceable guarantee is that sur-
render will reassure the guarantor that no demand for payment can be
made by the beneficiary in the future. Aside from the practical difficul-
ties of enforcing such a stipulation (especially when the beneficiary of
an expired guarantee has no incentive to surrender it if he thinks he
can still enforce it), it attributes an almost magical consequence to the
possession of a guarantee. Much like Aladdin's lamp, mere possession
of a bank guarantee seems to carry with it everlasting effectiveness.
There is a more rational, although not fully convincing explana-
tion. Dr. Herbert Stumpf, a member of the Executive Committee of the
Federation of German Engineering Industries and former Chairman of
the ICC Joint Working Party on Contract Guarantees, explains the
URCG return of the guarantee provisions as follows:
1.The return of a guarantee that is no longer valid is consid-
ered a commercial necessity for balance sheet reasons;
2.The guarantors (banks) charge guarantee fees until the
guarantee is returned to them. This means that very often
the principal has to pay such fees although the validity pe-
riod has expired and the guarantor is thus discharged from
his undertaking under the guarantee. 1
69 Id.
70 Id.
7" Stumpf, supra note 6, at 145-46.
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This explanation of why the guarantee should be returned merely
begs the question. If by "balance sheet reasons," Dr. Stumpf meant
that neither the bank nor its principal wanted to have their books bur-
dened with an everlasting liability (a legitimate concern of bankers and
bank customers alike), one wonders why the liability would continue
after the guarantee's expiration date. Similarly, Stumpf's second reason
assumes an answer which he had not provided; namely, that a bank
should charge interest on an expired, nonexisting liability.
Another possible answer was provided by what Dr. Stumpf re-
ferred to as "an important legal reason": 2
The laws in some countries like India, Afghanistan and Su-
dan do not allow any time limitation on the validity - i.e.
no validity period can therefore effectively be provided for in
this guarantee document - and this amounts to an indefi-
nite validity. Now, if validity is indefinite, what else can put
an end to it if not the return of the guarantee document! In
fact, where no limitation in time is possible, the only assur-
ance, both for principal and guarantor, of not being faced
with wrongful claims in future [sic] is to have the guarantee
returned and throw it in the paper basket. Adrian M. Birgi
affirms that in Turkey a performance guarantee continues to
be valid as long as it is retained by the client. It goes without
saying that this practice involves enormous risks for the sup-
plier or contractor. 3
Let us assume, that Stumpf's "legal reason" was thoroughly
researched and that expert legal opinions on the laws of India, Afghan-
istan, Sudan, and Turkey concluded that expired bank guarantees re-
mained alive as long as the underlying obligor could be liable to the
beneficiary of the guarantee or the beneficiary retained possession of
the guarantee. This conclusion still does not constitute an "important"
enough legal reason to shape commercial and banking rules and prac-
tices in jurisdictions other than those where it is in effect.
72 Id.
73 Id. See also Gavalda and Stoufflet, supra note 6, at 18 (referring to the prohi-
bition in Algeria of a definite date of expiry, and to the German banking practice of
Garantieurkunde, or return of the guarantee). Stumpf and Ullrich refer to a Resolu-
tion No. 4407 of May, 1973 of the Commercial Bank of Syria which "avails itself of
the right to honour [sic] claims for payment under a guarantee regardless of whether
such claims are made within the validity period or after the expiration of the latter."
STUMPF & ULLRICH, supra note 6, at 5 n.3. The same authors cite Williams, On
Demand and Conditional Performance Bonds, 1981 J. Bus. L. 8, 13, for the proposi-
tion that in India, guarantees may be called even after 60 years unless they are re-
turned. STUMPF & ULLRICH, supra note 6, at 9 n.14.
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Deference to what was asserted as the law of Afghanistan, India,
Pakistan, Sudan, and Turkey is inconsistent with key principles of
modern commercial law. In fact, modern commercial law could not
have come about unless it discarded the following two guiding princi-
ples of the law of ancient agricultural survival societies: 1) valuable
property was not to be sold or marketed because it made possible the
family's survival; and 2) debts contracted by individual family members
were owed by all family members until paid or forgiven."
Only when property became synonymous with marketability and
the duration of liability became ascertainable by rules of finality, was
commercial law enabled to provide equal treatment to merchants re-
gardless of their family membership or citizenship. Equality of treat-
ment and ascertainable finality brought predictability and agility to
marketplace transactions. Any rule or practice which presently provides
for an undetermined expiration of liability is not only anachronistic but
is unlikely to survive any attempt to export it beyond its geographic
confines. Moreover, a rule that attributes everlasting power to create
obligations to the possession of an expired promise is as fetishistic as
the proposed antidote of "throwing it into the wastepaper basket."
Surely any ruler who thought it within his power to enact everlasting
existence for bank guarantees would not hesitate to rescue them from
wastepaper basket oblivion.
3.5.2 The Extend or Pay Practice
Beneficiaries' attempts to impose local rules that favor long, if not
everlasting, guarantees are closely connected to another collection prac-
tice known as "extend or pay." Frequently, demands for payment are
presented or threatened to be presented by beneficiaries merely to ob-
tain an extension of the guarantee's expiry period. When the request
for an extension is made in good faith it reflects the beneficiary's desire
to continue to hold the supplier's guarantor liable for an additional and
determinable period of time during which the supplier is supposed to
complete performance. In this context, the extend or pay practice is
nothing more than a sui generis amendment of the duration of the
guarantee.
A 1987 Austrian Supreme Court decision7 5 transcribes one such
711 See generally Kozolchyk, Transfer of Personal Property by a Non Owner: Its
Future in Light of its Past, 61 TUL. L. REv. 1453 (1987) (describing the evolution of
the transferability of personal property, from ancient Rome to present day United
States).
" See Austrian Supreme Court decision of December 18, 1987 in 7 INT'L BANK-
ING L. 92, 93 (Nov. 1988).
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request by a beneficiary:
We hereby claim on the above-named guarantee in order to
protect our interest. However, we request you not to make
payment at present. Should we not be granted an extension
by 4 January 1985 we request that you transfer the sum of
900,000 to our account."
Quite often, however, the extend or pay practice involves a bad
faith demand for payment by a beneficiary who either does not expect
an additional performance by the guarantor's customer or who has
himself made such an additional performance impossible. In such cases,
the beneficiary's demand for payment is inherently fraudulent or abu-
sive. Since there is no counterpart to UCC Section 5-114(2)(b) in Eu-
ropean law, few European guarantors enjoy the protection of a statu-
tory discretion to dishonor the draft.y Only a judicially-sanctioned
fiduciary duty, as with the German law's Geschdftsbesorgungsver-
trag,8 could warrant the bank's dishonor or refusal to pay."9 This ex-




A review of contemporary sources reveals very few statutory rules
76 Id.
7 U.C.C. § 5-114(2)(b) states:
[11n all other cases as against its customer, an issuer acting in good faith
may honor the draft or demand for payment despite notification from the
customer of fraud, forgery or other defect not apparent on the face of the
documents but a court of appropriate jurisdiction may enjoin such honor.
U.C.C. § 5-114(2)(b) (emphasis added). Professor Freiherr von Marschall, a leading
German commercial law authority, holds the view, however, that German and Austrian
bankers are justified in not paying abusive or fraudulent drawings when they are
aware of such abuse of rights or fraudulent misrepresentation. See infra notes 113-14
and accompanying text.
78 This relationship is predicated upon an express or implied agreement in which
the promisor undertakes for value received, to carry out legal or commercial activities
for its customer in an independent or discretionary capacity. On this relationship, see
STUMPF & ULLRICH, supra note 6, at 7, 12.
" Based on the fiduciary nature of the Geschdtftsbesorgungsvertrag relationship
in which the bank acts as an agent for the carrying out of a given business transaction
of its principal, Stumpf and Ullrich, as well as other German authorities, conclude that
the guarantor is duty bound to raise, on its own, the defense of abuse of rights or else
risk liability for damages to its principal. See STUMPF & ULLRICH, supra note 6, at 12
n.19, with supporting citations in Pleyer, supra note 6, at 18, 19 and Finger, supra
note 6, at 206, 208. See also infra notes 136-138 and accompanying text (referring to
the 1985 Detmold court decision).
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on bank guarantees."0 Some provisions originally designed for special
types of indemnities have been suggested as applicable to bank guaran-
tees. For example, Article 111 of the Swiss Civil Code of Obligations
(SCO) provides for an indemnity type of guarantee. This guarantee is
an undertaking wherein payment of damages is promised in the case of
non-performance by a third party irrespective of whether such third
party is obliged to render such performance. Contrary to the principles
of causal guarantees, an indemnity is legally independent from the exis-
tence of an obligation to perform." Dr. Kronauer contrasted this "ab-
stract" indemnity with the SCO's Article 492 causal guarantee, whose
existence, like that of the French cautionnement, is dependent upon the
validity of the underlying transaction.82 Professor Giger points out,
however, that Article 111 is designed for promises made on behalf of a
third party, not for a direct and primary undertaking, such as by the
guarantor or counter-guarantor bank."
Dr. Kronauer finds SCO Article 111 so protective of the abstrac-
tion of the guarantor's promise that he suggests it be incorporated di-
rectly or by a clear reference into the most widely used forms of Swiss
bank guarantees.8 4 This suggestion is supported by the Swiss court's
holding that where bank guarantees are silent or ambiguous as to their
abstraction, the presumption is in favor of SCO Article 492 causality
and against SCO Article 111 abstraction.85
Even if one agrees with Dr. Kronauer concerning the applicability
of SCO Article 111, this provision still fails to indicate at what moment
the guarantee is irrevocably established.' Dr. Kronauer asserts that
Articles 492 and 111 embody contracts known as mandates, whose clos-
8o See UNCITRAL Study, supra note 1, at 13 (listing the regulations available in
Eastern European countries); von Marschall, Recent Developments, supra note 6, at
266 n.29 (giving additional socialist country sources); STUMPF & ULLRICH, supra note
6, at 5 n.2 (stating that "[s]pecial rules exist only in a few countries, e.g., Turkey,
Egypt, Libanon [sic], Burma, Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia." No primary sources are
provided by the authors).
8' Kronauer, supra note 6, at 123.
82 Id.
83 Giger, supra note 6, at 44.
84 See Kronauer, supra note 6, at 124. The forms referred to by Dr. Kronauer
were drafted by Dr. B. Kleiner. KLEINER, supra note 6.
81 See Judgment of September 17, 1975, Bundesgericht, Switz., 101 BGE II 323.
Kronauer summarizes this case in part as follows: "If neither the text of the undertak-
ing nor its purpose (intention of the parties) nor the circumstances allow one to decide
whether the undertaking is a guarantee or an indemnity, there is a presumption in
favor of a guarantee." Kronauer, supra note 6, at 124. But cf Judge Giovanoli's opin-
ion in his Commentary on Articles 492-515 of the SCO, cited by Kronauer, supra note
6, at 124.
" For a statutory rule on establishment of commercial letters of credit, see U.C.C.
§ 5-106.
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est common law analogue is the contractual and quasi-contractual rela-
tionship between principal and agent.
Under Swiss law, the principal, or mandans, can revoke the man-
date at any time,87 and his right to revoke cannot be waived. Neverthe-
less, "if the agent has engaged himself towards third persons in accor-
dance with prior instructions of the principal, the latter can no longer
revoke the mandate."88 The question then becomes what constitutes an
engagement sufficient to satisfy the requirements of the SCO. Is mere
issuance of the guarantee, regardless of mailing or reception, enough?
Is knowledge of the issuance by the principal or by the beneficiary
enough to establish the irrevocability or is receipt by both required? Is
proven reliance by the beneficiary on the terms of the guarantee a re-
quirement for the enforceability of the guarantee? Can a beneficiary
revoke a guarantee whose terms deviate from the principal's mandate
and if so, until when? These questions are not answered by SCO Arti-
cle 111 or any other statutory provision in Swiss law.
Additional problems connected with the legal nature of the bank
guarantee similarly lack a legislative solution. For example, at times,
Swiss banks require the customer to waive the right to request the issu-
ing bank's examination of the documents submitted with the guarantee.
This waiver is usually given in connection with the counter-guarantee
practice, where the Swiss counter-guarantor assures the foreign bank, a
beneficiary of the Swiss counter guarantee that it will be reimbursed
upon certification of compliance by the beneficiary of the direct guaran-
tee. According to Dr. Kronauer, the Swiss customer, as principal of the
mandate, has "the right which cannot be waived to revoke such author-
ization as long as the bank has not yet paid."89 The question arises,
then, whether the Swiss bank's representation to the foreign guarantor
or counter-guarantor that it would not examine the documents and
simply reimburse upon certification of compliance by the foreign corre-
spondent continues to bind it even after the customer's retraction of his
waiver. These uncertainties illustrate the difficulties in attempting to
apply late nineteenth-century statutory institutions to late twentieth-
century commercial practices.
"7 Kronauer, supra note 6, at 125 (referring to SCO art. 470).
88 Id.
s9 Id. at 125.
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4.2 Decisional Law
4.2.1 A Profile of Bank Guarantee Litigation
In contrast to the scarcity of statutory rules, European decisional
law has been plentiful. A Lexis search of 1984-1989 decisions by the
French Cour de Cassation (France's highest appellate court for, among
others, private law matters) reveals twice as many decisions (eighteen)
under the heading of "first demand guarantees" than in the preceding
decade of commercial letter of credit litigation.9" While this study can-
not evaluate the overall effect of court decisions on European bank
guarantee law, it will focus mostly on the grounds for enjoining the
guarantor's payment. The tenor and scope of these rules is of special
significance to the task of harmonizing or unifying bank guarantee law.
Court decisions dealing with contemporary European bank guar-
antees reveal serious obstacles to uniformity and harmonization. These
obstacles are creating an "unlevel playing field" for banks in different
countries within the same European community. Austrian and French
banking lawyers have expressed concern with the flight of the guaran-
tee business to jurisdictions where the guarantor's obligation would be
regarded as "hard as granite."91
The majority of court decisions deal with allegations of abusive,
fraudulent, and unlawful first demand drawings by the beneficiaries.
The procedural context usually is that of petitions for extraordinary
'0 The phrase used was "garantie a premikre demande." The court involved was
the Chambre Commerciale. A reference to the beneficiary's country follows each cita-
tion: Judgment of January 24, 1989, Cass. Civ. Com., No. 87-16.506 (LEXIS, Prive
library, Biblio. file) (Iraq); Judgment of January 10, 1989, Cass. Civ. Com., 1985
Bulletin des Arrets de Ia Cour de Cassation [Bull. Civ.] IV 5 (Kuwait); Judgment of
May 25, 1988, Cass. Civ. Com., No. 86-19.382 (LEXIS, Prive library, Biblio. file)
(Libya); Judgment of May 3, 1988, Cass. Civ. Com., 1988 Bull. Civ. IV 104 (Algeria);
Judgment of January 20, 1988, Cass. Civ. Com., 1988 Bull. Civ. IV 13 (Libya); Judg-
ment of June 10, 1986, Cass. Civ. Com., 1986 Bull. Civ. IV 99 (Iran); Judgment of
June 3, 1986, Cass. Civ. Com., No. 84-13.618 (LEXIS, Prive library, Biblio. file)
(Libya); Judgment of April 29, 1986, Cass. Civ. Com., 1986 Bull. Civ. IV 64 (Country
Unknown); Judgment of December 11, 1985, Cass. Civ. Com., 1985 Bull. Civ. IV 251
(Country Unknown); Judgment of December 11, 1985, Cass. Civ. Com., 1985 Bull.
Civ. IV 249 (Iran); Judgment of November 20, 1985, Cass. Civ. Com., 1985 Bull. Civ.
IV 233 (Iraq); Judgment of November 19, 1985, Cass. Civ. Com., 1985 Bull. Civ. IV
231 (Libya); Judgment of May 21, 1985, Cass. Civ. Com., 1985 Bull. Civ. IV 136
(Saudi Arabia); Judgment of February 20, 1985, Cass. Civ. Com., 1985 Bull. Civ. IV
64 (Soviet Union); Judgment of February 5, 1985, Cass. Civ. Com., 1985 Bull. Civ. IV
38 (Iran); Judgment of December 12, 1984, Cass. Civ. Com., 1984 Bull. Civ. IV 280
(Saudi Arabia); Judgment of November 27, 1984, Cass. Civ. Com., No. 83-12.640
(LEXIS, Prive library, Biblio file) (Syria); Judgment of October 17, 1984, Cass. Civ.
Com., No. 83-12.125 (LEXIS, Prive library, Biblio file) (Iran).
" The expression belongs to M. Vasseur. Note, 1981 D.S. JUR. 485, 488.
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remedies (the civil law equivalents of the common law restraining or-
ders or injunctions) directed against the beneficiary's drawing or pres-
entation of his first demand, or against the direct guarantor's or
counter-guarantor's payment of the guarantee. At times, the remedy
sought is the attachment or sequestration of funds, either in the hands
of the first or direct guarantor or of the counter-guarantor, or of benefi-
ciary's assets, including his bank guarantee claim. Some of these peti-
tions were alleged to be prompted by "politically motivated" drawings
by official governmental agencies. Others involved allegedly unlawful
drawings by beneficiaries domiciled in the European Economic Com-
munity who engaged in transactions which were lawful in beneficiary's
place of business but unlawful in the principal's place of business.
The most litigated bank guarantee is, by far, the first, or simple
demand type, and the region whose beneficiaries are most prominently
involved in this litigation is also, by far, the Middle East. The follow-
ing chart of French and German bank guarantee litigation dramatically
illustrates this point. Virtually 90% of the Stumpf and Ullrich citations
of German first demand guarantee decisions involved disputes with
beneficiaries or account parties in Middle Eastern countries. 2 The re-
mainder involved the Soviet Union.13 In France, almost 80% of the re-
ported decisions involved Middle Eastern beneficiaries or account
parties.94
92 See STUMPF & ULLRICH, supra note 6, at 14-22 and the following cases: Judg-
ment of Oct. 16, 1984, 1985 Zeitschrift fur Wirtschaftsrecht und Insolvenzpraxis [here-
inafter ZIP] 58, 1985 Recht der Internationalen Wirtschaft 72f [hereinafter RIW]
(Libya); Judgment of Feb. 11, 1981, 1981 ZIP 497 (Iraq); Judgment of Feb. 11, 1981,
1981 ZIP 497 (Iraq); Judgment of Nov. 4, 1977, 1978 RIW 615 (Egypt); Order of
Apr. 25, 1986, 21 0 63/82 (Achten Zeiten [hereinafter AZ]) (Saudi Arabia); Order of
Jan. 18, 1985, 8 0 8/85 (AZ) (Egypt); Order of Jan. 25, 1982, 23 0 18/82 (AZ)
(Turkey); Judgment of July 9, 1980, 1981 WERTPAPIER-MITTEILUNGEN, Teil IV 280
(Iran); Judgment of Dec. 11, 1979, 1981 NJW 56 (Iran); Order of Apr. 6, 1979 (un-
published decision of the regional court of Nurnberg-Furth) (Iran).
It should be noted that Stumpf and Ullrich did not claim exhaustiveness and that
some of the cases in which the authors failed to identify the country of import may have
involved Middle Eastern jurisdictions.
93 See STUMPF & ULLRICH, supra note 6, at 21 (citing Order of July 10, 1980, 2
0 1139/80 (AZ)).
N' See supra note 90.
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Much of this voluminous litigation has resulted in an increasing
number of continental European grounds with which to enjoin pay-
ment, attach funds, and otherwise annul guarantees. By contrast, En-
glish courts have been more reticent than their European counter-
parts. 5 This reticence has placed English banks in a distinctly
advantageous position when competing with continental European
banks. It is also apparent that when courts in Germany, for instance,
are willing to grant remedies against beneficiaries who are citizens or
residents of Great Britain, courts in Great Britain are correspondingly
less willing to give full faith and credit to Germany's court decisions.
Hereafter, a summary description will be provided of the main doc-
trines used by European courts to support these exceptional remedies.
4.2.2 Abuse of Rights and Fraud
At the present time, Austrian, Belgian, French, German, and
Dutch courts, among others, rely on the doctrines of abuse of rights and
fraud to enjoin either the beneficiary's drawing or the bank's payment,
or to attach or sequester the payment funds. Abuse of rights is not an
equivalent of fraud, whether of the common or civil law variety.
4.2.3 French and Belgian Decisions
Professors Gavalda and Stoufflet98 describe fraud in French law as
encompassing documentary and non-documentary elements. Fraud may
be documentary in the sense that the document tendered is forged and
therefore lacks authenticity. There is fraud where (a) the beneficiary
affirms or represents the fact of non-performance in a manner contrary
to the truth, (b) such an affirmation is a condition for the payment of
the guarantee, and (c) the bank has evidence of the misrepresentation at
hand.
97
While a misrepresentation of an operative fact is an essential ele-
ment of Gavalda and Stoufflet's fraud, it is not a requirement of the
doctrine of abuse of rights. Starting out with the Cl6ment-Bayard af-
fair, (the landmark case in which a landowner invoked his right of
ownership to erect spires on his land thereby preventing the landing of
his neighbor's dirigible in the adjoining parcel)98 many abuses of rights,
9 See infra text accompanying notes 142-52.
9 Gavalda & Stoufflet, supra note 6, at 15.
97 Id.
as On the famous affair ClEment-Bayard, see Cueto-Rua, Abuse of Rights, 35 LA.
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while involving unabashedly selfish and unconscionable conduct, do not
involve the abuser's misrepresentation of facts.
The doctrine of abuse of rights is well-suited for unwarranted
drawings under first demand guarantees, especially where the benefi-
ciary is required to state no more than "pay me" or, "pay me because
your principal has breached its obligation." Where a beneficiary says
very little, the beneficiary is not likely to make the overt or express
misrepresentation required in Gavalda and Stoufflet's (as well as many
European courts') definition of fraud. What the beneficiary misrepre-
sents in the terse statements of simple or first demand guarantees is not
what he states but what remains unstated, although assumed: that the
beneficiary is entitled to draw upon his agreement with the principal
concerning the issuance of the guarantee. The beneficiary abuses its
right by drawing for invalid or nonexistent reasons or for reasons other
than those agreed upon with the principal. However, abuse of rights is
of no help to the counter-guarantor where the parties agreed to a to-
tally unconditional reimbursement, i.e., regardless of compliance with
payment conditions, as is the case with many counter-guarantees.
Despite their continuous reference to manifestly abusive drawings
(appel manifestement abusiJ) and to fraud (appel fraudulent)," the
French Cour de Cassation has not been helpful in establishing their
differences. Nevertheless, a laconic 1987 decision allowed Professor
Jean Stoufflet, one of France's and Europe's most respected commenta-
tors, to draw sharper boundaries. In Socit -Technique Electrique de
l'Oise Tlcoise v. Union Mgditerran~enne de Banque,100 appellant
and plaintiff below, a French exporter, procured the defendant
(French) bank's counter-guarantee of reimbursement to a Libyan bank
(Wahda Bank) that had issued a repayment and a performance guar-
antee to a Libyan official contractor. These were the only facts pro-
vided by the Cour de Cassation. The remainder of the decision merely
stated why the intermediate appellate court, in this case the Cour
d'appel de Paris, erred in its rejection of the doctrine of abuse of rights
invoked by the principal.
The procedural steps involved in this case are typical of what hap-
pens with disputed first demand guarantees in French courts. The writ
seeking the injunction was heard by a juge des rgfrs (a special judge
or magistrate who hears ex parte and disputed injunctions) in an ex
parte procedure where the principal provided prima facie evidence of
fraud, abuse of rights, and irreparability of the injury to the petitioner.
9' For a survey of these decisions, see Gavalda & Stoufflet, supra note 6.
100 Cass. Civ. Com. (Jan. 20, 1987). See also transcript and comment by Stoufflet,
1987 J.C.P. II No. 20764.
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This procedure, has in large measure replaced the saisie arrt (seques-
tration of beneficiary's claim or of funds set aside for payment to the
beneficiary)1 'O as the device with which French principals, or account
parties, stop, suspend, or block payment of the bank's guarantee and
irrevocable letters of credit. If the petitioner is successful before the
juge des r~fers, the defendant usually appeals to a court such as the
Cour d'appel de Paris. In this case, the Cour d'appel reversed the
order of the juge des rbfir~s asserting that:
[T]he manifestly abusive nature of the drawing, as in the
instant case, cannot be equated to a fraud, so as to prevent
payment of the guarantee; . . . in effect, fraud presupposes
maneuvers designed to deceive the other party to the con-
tract, whereas, the drawing by the beneficiary in this guar-
antee is nothing more than his enforcement of a binding stip-
ulation . 1.0..2
The principal appealed to the Cour de Cassation. It should be
noted that since this court is France's highest court of "law" it accepts
the facts in dispute as established below and focuses only on the legal
logic of the lower courts' analysis. The Cour de Cassation invoked a
favorite formula to highlight the lower court's asymmetrical thinking:
"[Tihe Cour d'appel did not draw the legal consequences it should
have from its own findings" ([L]a Cour d'appel n'a pas tirg les consb-
quences lMgales qui rbsultaient de ses propres constatations).
Professor Stoufflet noted that in a 1986 decision the same Cour de
Cassation had approved a refusal to pay a guarantee of performance
where the beneficiary's demand for payment, which assumed nonper-
formance by the principal, collided with beneficiary's, or beneficiary's
agent's certification of the principal's full performance.'0 3 The doctrine
used by the Cour de Cassation in that case, however, was not abuse of
rights but fraud. The instant decision went considerably further by al-
lowing abuse of rights to stand with fraud as one of the doctrines for
blocking the payment of the guarantee. According to Stoufflet, both
Io On the saisie arrt in French letter of credit law, see B. KOZOLCHYK, ENCY-
CLOPEDIA supra note 21, at 130-33. On the diminished role of the saisie arrat in
comparison with the present day injunction, see Mouly, Letters of Credit and Bank
Guarantees in France and Belgium in the Last Two Years, 5 (1987) (draft of an
article available in the Documentation Center of the University of Arizona College of
Law, Foreign Law Collection) ("Besides attachment, escrow is often requested, but
now more rarely admitted. However U.S. Courts sometimes give a mere stop payment
order.") (citing Vasseur, Summary of Paris, Dec. 3, 1984 decision, 1985 D.S. JUR.
240-41 and Summary of Paris, June 20, 1984 decision, 1985 D.S. JuR. 241).
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doctrines presuppose the beneficiary's intention to profit unlawfully at
the expense of the principal. Abuse of rights, however, "is a much
broader notion because it is available whenever the lack of entitlement
to draw, as determined by the 'base' contract, is irrefutably estab-
lished, whereas fraud requires demonstration of beneficiary's harmful
intention."0 4
Stoufflet praised this decision for having brought some coherence
to the law of first demand guarantees, especially if the law continued to
operate on the assumption that only proof of fraudulent maneuvers
could block payment. Exclusive reliance on fraud would require giving
it both excessive and insufficient powers. The power of fraud would be
excessive where the bank guarantee was characterized as a totally ab-
stract undertaking, unconcerned with the underlying transactions. The
invalidating power of fraud would be insufficient where the guarantor's
promise was clearly predicated upon a causal transaction.
The present decision, according to Stoufflet, took into account cau-
sality and abstraction by permitting the conclusion that the guarantor is
not to stop payment where nullity or rescission of the underlying con-
tract, or full performance by the principal is not fully proven or defi-
nitely established. As Stoufflet states:
If the nullity, rescission, or full performance, is beyond dis-
pute, the drawing on the guarantee is abusive . . . and the
guarantor may refuse to pay on its own if he is aware of the
operative facts, or thejuge des rgfrs, may, upon petition by
the principal, order such a blockage . . .,,""
For Stoufflet, then, the weight of the evidence before the guarantor
or the juge des r~ferbs is crucial. In principle, all the evidence that
could establish the nullity, rescission, or full performance of the under-
lying contract is admissible.10 6
104 Id.
105 Id.
'oS While this writer agrees with Prof. Stoufflet's view on causa in bank guaran-
tees, and on its relation to abuse of rights, the Cour de Cassation seems to have had
serious reservations about this relationship, and about the relevance of causal evidence.
For example, in a decision by the Commercial Chamber, a first demand performance
guarantee was said to be wrongly enjoined despite proof of full performance by the
principal. Moreover, it appeared that the dispute between principal and beneficiary
was not really over the former's performance but was based upon its refusal to extend
the duration of the guarantee. The ordonnance en rifere by the Paris Commercial
Court, prohibiting payment by the French counter-guarantor bank to the Saudi Ara-
bian direct guarantor, characterized the drawing as manifestly abusive. The Court of
Appeal overturned the ordonnance, stating that no defense based on the performance of
the underlying transaction could prevent the drawing on a first demand guarantee. The
Cour de Cassation agreed and stated that "the fact, even if apparently established, that
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A 1982 decision by the Commercial Court of Brussels illustrates
the type of evidence deemed decisive in Professor Stoufflet's approach to
abuse of rights.107 A Swedish company agreed to install and deliver
equipment to Iranian milk factories and to provide advance payment
guarantees and performance bonds to an Iranian buyer (IMPDC).
Bank Melli, Iran, provided the advance payment guarantee. The
counter-guarantees were provided by a Swedish bank and by Bank of
America, Brussels. The Swedish principal introduced into evidence cer-
tificates of performance signed by IMPDC's own engineering consul-
tants indicating that the principal had delivered the equipment as they
had agreed. Documentary evidence also showed that in 1979, as a re-
sult of the Khomeini revolution, the principal was unable to continue
work in Iran. The Iranian beneficiary, now nationalized, did not con-
test proof of this force majeur. In December 1981, the Iranian Central
Bank (Bank Markazi) sent a circular letter to all the beneficiaries of
United States standby letters of credit or first demand bank guarantees
instructing them to draw on them. Accordingly, Bank Melli, a benefi-
ciary of Bank of America's counter-guarantee drew on it.
Judge Duplat's exceptions to the principle of abstraction were,
first, a "prima facie abusive call," and second, the illegality of the con-
tract subject matter of the guarantee. 08 The facts at hand, as evidenced
by the certificate of performance issued by the beneficiary's own consul-
tants, and the official letter directing Bank Melli to draw, pointed to a
prima facie abusive call, connected with Iran's inflation of its monetary
claim against the United States in connection with the hostage release
negotiations. Such "purely political" motives for the draw required that
it be enjoined. 09
A quick comparison with United States U.C.C. Article 5 injunc-
tive relief illustrates the broader scope of the abuse of rights doctrine
advocated by Professor Stoufflet. Section 5-114's injunctive relief is only
granted to someone who is not:
[A] negotiating bank or other holder of the draft or demand
which has taken the draft or demand under the credit and
Fechoz [the principal] had fulfilled its obligations with respect to SAEMCO [the bene-
ficiary of the direct guarantee] could not excuse BFCE [the counter-guarantor] from
performance of an agreement, the terms of which obligated it to pay the guaranteed
sums to Al Saoudi Al Frasi Bank on first demand . . . ." Societe Fechoz v. Banque
francais du commerce exterieur, 1985 G.P. 700 (Cass. Civ. Com. May 21, 1985),
summarized in 1986 INT'L BANKING L., at 3.
107 See 1983 INT'L BANKING L., at 22 (transcribing in part Swedish Ltd. Co.
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under circumstances which would make it a holder in due
course, and in an appropriate case would make it a person to
whom a document of title has been duly negotiated or a bona
fide purchaser of a certificated security ....
While in the preceding Belgian case Bank Melli-Iran would in all
likelihood not have qualified as a holder in due course of the Iranian
beneficiary's draft, a Belgian correspondent bank which had paid or
given value in good faith to Bank Melli for the Iranian beneficiary's
draft could qualify as a Section 5-114 holder in due course and, thus,
be immune to that Section's injunction. Although such a rule would be
supported by European negotiable instruments law, 10 abuse of rights
decisions so far have made no such exceptions for holders, or holders in
due course, of beneficiary's draft. In fact, direct guarantors holding
beneficiaries' drafts or demands for payment for which they purport-
edly gave value have been enjoined from collecting on their counter-
guarantees.11
In addition to the holder in due course restriction, Section 5-114
limits its application to the following circumstances: a) where a re-
quired document does not in fact conform to the warranties made on
negotiation or transfer of a document of title or of a certified security;
b) where the tendered document is forged or fraudulent; and c) where
there is fraud in the transaction. 2 The instances identified as a) and
b), above, belong to what Gavalda and Stoufflet describe as documen-
tary fraud.
Section 5-114 "fraud in the transaction," however, does not war-
rant the introduction of evidence on why the customer had a right to
rescind the underlying "base" contract or to repudiate it in anticipation
of the beneficiary's breach. If an Article 5, or for that matter a UCP,
letter of credit is issued payable upon presentation of a certificate by
the beneficiary stating that the principal failed to enter into the con-
struction contract, the issuing bank will have to pay against presenta-
tion of such a certificate. Only if the principal can prove either that the
certificate is forged or that it contains a fraudulent misrepresentation on
the principal's failure to enter into the contract can payment be en-
joined. Thus, the U.C.C. customer could introduce evidence showing
11 See, e.g., 8 Code de Commerce [C. Com.] art. 121 (Fr.) (which incorporates
the Geneva Convention Providing a Uniform Law for Bills of Exchange and Promis-
sory Notes, June 7, 1930, 143 L.N.T.S. 257).
... See Judgment of Dec. 11, 1985, Cass. Civ. Com., 1986 D.S. JuR. 213, 215
(holding that despite the purported payment by the direct guarantor there was "fraudu-
lent collusion" between the direct guarantor and the beneficiary).
' See U.C.C. § 5-114 (1989).
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that, contrary to what is stated in the certification, he did enter into the
construction contract. However, the customer cannot involve the issuing
bank, or the court deciding his injunction petition, in the determination
whether he was right in not entering into the contract, or in rescinding
the construction contract.
The reason Section 5-114 is unconcerned with the customer's right
or duty to enter into the contract or to continue to perform the underly-
ing contract is because the instrument to which it applies, the letter of
credit, unlike the guarantees in appendices A-C, does not have a causal
connection with its "base" contract or transaction. Unburdened with
the rights and duties connected with the legal cause or base transaction,
Section 5-114 fraud does not focus on what the customer or the cus-
tomer and beneficiary did or were supposed to do in connection with
the issuance of the guarantee, but on the beneficiary's representations
in purported compliance with the terms of an established and, there-
fore, valid letter of credit.
4.2.4 German and Austrian Decisions
Professor von Marschall summarizes German decisional law on
fraudulent tenders as follows:
The bank is entitled to refuse payment whenever it has
knowledge that a demand is fraudulent. The source of such
knowledge is irrelevant, it may come from the principal or
from elsewhere. It can be expected, however, that a well ad-
vised bank will exercise its right to payment only when it is
in possession of sufficient evidence to establish that a demand
for payment is in fact fraudulent.11
For the guarantor bank to be under a duty not to pay, the fraud
must meet what von Marschall refers to as an "eye grabbing" standard
of obviousness." 4 One such eye grabbing fraud is drawing on an ex-
porter's performance or delivery of goods guarantee, where the bank is
in possession of an import-custom's clearance document that attests to
the importation of the goods. Such a customs document clearly renders
the beneficiary's assertion of non-delivery highly questionable."1 5
As in French and Belgian law, German and Austrian law recog-
113 von Marschall, Recent Developments, supra note 6, at 275. See also id. at 274
n.56 (referring to Schuetz, Zum Bilrgschaftsrecht, one of the early and by now not very
popular analogues of the bank guarantee).
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nize the separate status of abuse of rights (Unzulassige Rechtsabilsung,
or Rechtsmissbrauch) as grounds to enjoin the guarantor's payment.11 6
Moreover, since Germanic codification is characterized by the presence
of "supereminent" principles such as good faith and good customs in
the discharge of obligations and in the exercise of rights,11 the injunc-
tion against an abusive drawing is conceptually compatible with code
principles.11 "
Stumpf and Ullrich, as well as other German authorities, conclude
that in the event of a clear and manifest 1 9 abuse of drawing rights, the
guarantor, subject of a Geschdiftsbesorgungsvertrag, also had to refrain
from paying the guarantee, or face an action for damages.1 20 Accord-
ingly, the German Federal Court, in its decision of March 12, 1984,
held that the customer-principal could use the defense of abuse of rights
against the bank's claim for payment if "the event giving rise to the
obligation to pay had not happened." ''
4.2.4.1 Summary Procedures: Injunctions and Attachments
Contrary to the uniformity of summary procedures apparent in
French case law since the conferral of injunction jurisdiction to the juge
des rkfer~s, the German and Austrian remedial picture is far from uni-
form. According to Stumpf and Ullrich, German law provides two
types of summary procedures for bank guarantee litigation. The first is,
in some respects, similar to the Anglo-American injunction because it
intends to preserve rights likely to be irreparably harmed by means of
temporary or interlocutory court orders. It is referred to as an
einstweilige Verfi4gung and comprises two species of interlocutory or-
ders: the Sicherungsverflgung (security or securing type with a freez-
ing effect with respect to the disposition of the claim or collateral) and
the Regelungsverflgung (regulatory type where the court supervises
ie See generally STUMPF & ULLRICH, supra note 6 (explaining German law).
See also the review of Nielsen, "Rechtsmissbrauch bei der Inanspruchnahme von Bank-
garantien als typisches Problem der Liquiditftsfunktion abstrakter Zahlungsver-
sprechen, ZIP, March 20, 1982, in 1983 INT'L BANKING L., at 93. See also ZAHN,
supra note 6, at 424-26 (on German law and practice); SCHINNERER & AVANCINI,
supra note 6, at 324, and Schwank, supra note 6, at 7 (both explaining Austrian law).
117 See generally Bolgar, Abuse of Rights in France, Germany, and Switzerland:
A Survey of A Recent Chapter in Legal Doctrine, 35 LA. L. Rav. 1015, 1016 n.5,
1023-30 (1975).
118 Accord Nielsen, supra note 116, at 92.
119 Presumably, this clear and manifest standard for abuse of rights is the counter-
part to the "eye popping" standard for fraudulent tenders. See supra note 114 and
accompanying text.
20 See supra notes 79-80.
"I See STUMPF & ULLRICH supra note 6, at 12 (citing the German Federal
Court Judgment of Mar. 12, 1984, 1984 Der Betrieb 1389).
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the handling of the claim or collateral until trial time)., 22
The second summary procedure available in German and Austrian
law is the arrest. It is the German and Austrian counterpart of the
French saisie arr~t and of the Anglo American attachment or garnish-
ment procedure because the court takes possession, physically or sym-
bolically, of an asset. In the bank guarantee's case, the asset is the ben-
eficiary's claim of payment against the direct guarantor, or the direct
guarantor's claim against the counter-guarantor.
German judges do not agree on whether the einstweilige
Verflgung or the arrest is the appropriate provisional remedy for alle-
gations of fraud and abuse of rights. While the majority prefer the
einstweilige Verdgung, at least two regional courts opt for the ar-
rest. 23 In addition, they disagree occasionally on who is the proper
party defendant, the paying guarantor who would be ordered not to
accept or pay, or the drawing or demanding beneficiary, who would be
ordered not to draw or to demand payment. 2 Similarly, some courts
hold the view that while the guarantor cannot be enjoined from paying
the beneficiary, the guarantor can be refrained from debiting the prin-
cipal's bank account.12
Generally speaking, a German injunction petition requires the al-
legation of a suitable cause of action or claim (Verflgungsanspruch),
such as for fraud or abuse of rights, and grounds therefor (Verfdgung-
sgrund). By proper grounds is meant, among others, the seriousness or
irreparability of the harm about to be perpetrated.12 The evidentiary
standard is preponderance of the evidence.12 7 However, the petitioner
must allege at the time of filing all the facts that relate to the claim and
grounds therefor, preferably in the form of reliable documentary evi-
dence. A petitioner's sworn statement, by itself, will not persuade the
court to enjoin the bank or beneficiary. For example, a Frankfurt deci-
sion rejected a submission of petitioner's affidavits accompanied by re-
121 See id. at 12-13. See also H. THOMAS AND H. PUTZO, ZIVILPROZES-
SORDNUNG 1506-7 (12th ed. 1982).
121 See STUMPF & ULLRICH supra note 6, at 13 (asserting that "German judges
are often of different opinion (sic) as to whether the injunction (Verfigung) or the
attachment (Arrest) is the right procedure to prevent abusive calls."). The same authors
note that the majority of German courts favor the injunctive remedy. While, the re-
gional courts of Frankfurt, Stuttgart, Saarbriicken, Munich, Dortmund, Diisseldorf,
Detmond, Mannheim, Hanover, and Braunschweig opt for the injunction, those of
Niirnburg-Furth and Kempten prefer the attachment. Id. at 13 nn.23-35.
124 See ZAHN supra note 6, at 424.
125 See STUMPF & ULLRICH, supra note 6 at 14, nn. 36-37 (citing Judgment of
Feb. 11, 1981, Regional Court of Stuttgart ZIP 1981, 497 (W. Ger.) and Judgment of
June 6, 1981, Regional Court of Frankfurt, NJW 1981, 56 (W. Ger.)).
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citals of statutory law as insufficient.12 The court indicated that if the
petitioner-seller had submitted both a list of all the items to be supplied
under the supply contract and the relevant shipping documents, then
the petitioner-seller would have shown to the satisfaction of the court
that the beneficiary had manifestly made an unlawful exercise of the
beneficiary's right to claim the amount of the guarantee. 2 9
By contrast, the Austrian Supreme Court has been less willing to
specify what constitutes adequate documentary evidence. Instead, it for-
mulated a vague principle inconsistent with its own espousal of abstrac-
tion. In a 1981 decision 3 0 involving a petition to enjoin a local bank
from paying its first demand bank guarantees, the Supreme Court ac-
cepted abuse of rights and fraud as grounds for enjoining payment. The
injunction could not be decreed, except "where sufficiently strong evi-
dence is readily available that the event for which (sic) commercial pur-
pose the guarantee has been opened has in fact not occurred." ' 1
The "event for whose purpose the guarantee has been opened"
could be the performance of the underlying transaction as a whole. It
could also be the factual precondition of issuance or "base" transaction,
such as the bidding by the principal of the bid guarantee; the advance
payment by the buyer of goods; the entering into a contract for the
performance of services; or sale of goods by the principal of the per-
formance guarantee. In addition, this event could be the Austrian law
equivalent of the French final cause, i.e., the actual performance by the
supplier of goods and services in exchange for payment of an agreed
upon price. Unless the Austrian Supreme Court specified which pur-
pose of which transaction or relationship had to be documented, the
guarantor would have to accept as relevant any document related to any
of the above enumerated transactions or relationships.
4.2.4.2 Illustrative Fraud and Abuse of Rights Decisions
As with French and Belgian decisions, it is important to determine
what German and Austrian courts typically consider instances of fraud,
abuse of rights, or both.
A 1979 Frankfurt am Main decision 3 2 concerned a first demand
12 See id. at 19 n.46 (citing Order of June 10, 1981, 1981 NOW 1914 (W. Ger.)
and Judgment of Mar. 3, 1983, 1983 ZIP 556 (W. Ger.)).
129 Id.
1 0 See INT'L BANKING L., supra note 6, at 26 (transcribing Judgment of Dec.
16, 1981, Austria Supreme Court, Ref. No. 10b 789/81).
131 Id.
1s See STUMPF & ULLRICH, supra note 6, at 14 (citing Judgment of Dec. 11,
1979, NJW 1981, 56).
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performance guarantee covering the shipment and delivery of machin-
ery to an Iranian import company. The German principal introduced
evidence that the Iranian importer had taken delivery of nearly all the
machines; only a small number among the last to be delivered were
rejected. In determining what constituted a manifestly unlawful or abu-
sive draw, the court stated that it was a determination related not to the
principal's performance, but to the beneficiary's own conduct. The ex-
act meaning of this reference was not made clear by Stumpf and Ull-
rich.133 Their reference to the beneficiary taking delivery of nearly the
whole shipment, and to the principal's and German Embassy's at-
tempts to cure whatever problem existed,"' suggest that the benefi-
ciary's rejection of the offered cure was what was deemed abusive.
The court's distinction between concern for the customer's per-
formance, which presumably was improper because of abstraction, and
concern for beneficiary's conduct, which presumably was proper if it
was found to be abusive is unpersuasive. In the bilateral, for-profit
transactions involved in bank guarantees, one party's abuse cannot be
determined without considering the other party's performance, and vice
versa. Carried to its logical conclusion, this decision requires that bank-
ers become involved in determining not only whether the contract ex-
isted, but also how substantial was each party's performance, a deter-
mination which bankers are neither prepared nor desirous to
undertake.1" 5
A 1985 decision by the Regional Court of Detmold involved an
attempt by an Egyptian beneficiary to collect on a repayment guarantee
covering his down payment on a supply contract. 36 The customer-peti-
tioner proved by telexes, invoices, and certified translations of benefi-
ciary's communications that the beneficiary failed to make the down
payment for which the guarantee was issued. The Court held that the
Geschdftsbesorgungsvertrag between the German guarantor bank and
its customer placed the bank under a duty not to pay once it became
133 Id.
134 See id.
135 See id. at 16 (citing Judgment of July 9, 1980, Regional Court of Dortmund,
WM 1981, 280 (W. Ger.), involving a similar claim of an Iranian beneficiary based on
an insubstantial breach. The only ostensible reasons for drawing on the performance
guarantee were minor damage suffered by some machines during transit and the theft
of some small parts. These damages were covered by insurance policies and were in
fact paid by the insurer. Alleging "non-performance of the agreed obligations," the
Iranian direct guarantor demanded payment from its German correspondent bank.
Payment by the German bank was enjoined both by interlocutory decree and final
judgment).
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aware of the absence of a transactional basis for the issuance of the
guarantee.137 Hence, despite the absence of causa as the justification
for the enforcement of German contractual promises, the Detmold court
reached the same result Gavalda and Stoufflet advocated." 8'
4.2.4.3 Conclusions
German and Austrian court decisions evidence a willingness to
question the fraud and abusiveness of a beneficiary's drawing in terms
that a French-trained lawyer would unhesitatingly describe as
"causal." Authoritative commentators, such as Zahn, and von Mar-
schall, 3 9 warn against interpreting these decisions as indicative of a
trend. Dr. F. Schwank, though an Austrian banking lawyer equally
familiar with European practice and decisional law, is convinced of the
"causal" nature of the European bank guarantee and of the foreign
beneficiaries' awareness of such a nature:
[T]he guarantee cannot exist without the main contract. The
default of the account party in fulfilling the main contract
gives the beneficiary the right to make a demand under the
guarantee. The beneficiary who frustrates the main contract
invalidates thereby the guarantee and is no longer entitled to
make a demand under the guarantee. Overseas buyers and
beneficiaries have of course become aware of the readiness of
the German and Austrian courts to interfere with payment
of simple demand guarantees despite their unconditional for-
mat. Increasingly, beneficiaries now insist that guarantees
are confirmed by local banks in the countries of their resi-
dence. Under these circumstances, German and Austrian
banks usually request from their customers widely worded
counter-guarantees, in order to avoid the embarrassment of
being ordered by a Court not to honor the guarantee which
has already been paid by the corresponding confirming bank
abroad. Other beneficiaries prefer guarantees to be issued by
English banks and the guarantees to be governed by English
law, and subject to the jurisdiction of English courts . 140
137 Id.
See supra notes 105-06.
1'9 See ZAHN supra note 6, at 424 and von Marschall, Recent Developments,
supra note 6, at 279.
140 Schwank, supra note 6, at 7.
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4.2.5 English Decisions
The continental European perception that English courts are as
"hard as granite" in their support of the abstraction of bank guaran-
tees 4" is, in large measure, attributable to three court decisions handed
down in the late 1970s. In RD Harbottle (Mercantile) Ltd. v. National
Westminster Bank Ltd., 42 plaintiff was required to provide a simple or
"on demand" guarantee by an Egyptian bank of 5% of the amount
involved in contractual obligations. This direct guarantee was to be
counter-guaranteed by defendant, an English bank. Plaintiff and its
Egyptian buyers had agreed that the latter would procure the issuance
of confirmed letters of credit as payment to plaintiff. Plaintiff contended
that since these letters of credit were not issued, it was entitled to stop
shipments and sought to enjoin defendant bank and its Egyptian corre-
spondent from paying the guarantee. It should be noted, parentheti-
cally, that this contention is not too different from the one likely to be
made by a French, Belgian or Spanish principal of a tender, repayment
or performance guarantee: the absence of a legal cause for issuance
makes the payment or reimbursement obligation invalid.
Judge Kerr dismissed the petition for an injunction and stated that
courts will rarely interfere with banks' irrevocable obligations because
these obligations "are the lifeblood of international commerce."14 He
found support for this assertion not in guarantee law, but in letter of
credit law, thereby suggesting that bank guarantees and confirmed let-
ters of credit were governed by the same body of law, or at least by the
same general principles.
1 44
A perceptive commentator has noted that while Judge Kerr found
the unqualified terms of payment of the simple demand guarantees
before him "astonishing,"14 he did not find it necessary to explore the
nature of these guarantees. Despite this serious analytical gap, the Kerr
equation between confirmed irrevocable letters of credit and simple de-
mand guarantees remains influential and unchallenged in English deci-
sional law.
Howe Richardson Scale Ltd. v. Polimex-Cekop and National
Westminster Bank Ltd.14" involved an attempt to restrain the benefi-
ciaries of a 5% advance payment guarantee from obtaining payment. As
141 See supra note 91.
142 RD Harbottle (Mercantile) Ltd. v. Nat'l Westminster Bank Ltd. [1977] 2 All.
E.R. 862.
143 Id. at 870.
144 Id.
... Id. at 865 (cited by Williams, supra note 22, at 11).
146 [1978] 1 Lloyd's Rep. 161, (cited by Williams, supra note 22, at 11).
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with the Harbottle case, the injunction was based on a fundamental
breach of underlying contract obligations: untimely delivery of valuable
equipment. Judge Roskill of the Court of Appeal agreed with most of
Judge Kerr's equation. He stated that the bank issuing guarantees "is
in a position not identical but very similar to the position of a bank
which has opened a confirmed irrevocable letter of credit. . . the bank
here is simply concerned to see whether the event has happened upon
which its obligation to pay has arisen."' 47
Clearly, the Court of Appeal not only had agreed with most of
Judge Kerr's equation, but also had added its own, highly discordant,
note. Contrary to the principle of abstraction of letters of credit law, a
principle that requires that the parties abstain from involvement in the
underlying performance, 4" the Court of Appeal accepted the guaran-
tor's "concern" with the underlying performance, or triggering event.
As will be recalled, the same determination that the Court of Appeal
regarded above, a routine banking matter is regarded by United States
regulatory authorities as neither a safe nor sound banking practice.149
The third and most famous decision in the "hard as granite" trio,
Edward Owen Engineering Ltd. v. Barclays Bank International,'5"
concerned a contract to supply and install glass houses for a Libyan
state enterprise in Libya. The English contractors were obligated to
supply an English performance bond in the amount of 10% of the con-
tract price, confirmed by a Libyan branch of Barclays Bank Interna-
tional. As was the case in the Harbottle decision with the Egyptian
buyer, here the Libyan buyer was to procure the issuance of a con-
firmed letter of credit for payment to the English contractor. Since Lib-
yan buyers failed to procure the issuance of the confirmed letter of
credit, the English contractors assumed that the Libyan state agency
had rescinded the agreement. This, however, was not the case. As if to
underscore the danger of building glass houses in Libya, the Libyan
state agency drew on Barclay's performance guarantee. After Judge
Kerr (of Harbottle fame) discharged the English contractor's interim
injunction, the decision was appealed to the Court of Appeal. Lord
Denning held that bank guarantees were a "new creature"'"' but de-
served to be on the same footing as letters of credit. This meant that the
banks could not become involved in contractual disputes between the
14 Id. at 165 (emphasis added).
148 See UCP, supra note 10 ("[iln credit operations all parties concerned deal in
documents, and not in ... other performances to which the documents may relate.").
14 See supra note 12 (independence of letter of credit from occurrence of underly-
ing transaction events considered essential in United States).
150 [1978] 1 All E.R. 976.
151 Id. at 981.
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contractor and customer. The bank in this case was bound to pay, "on
demand without proof or conditions." The only possible exception to
such payment was the customer's clear fraud. Judge Lane, Master of
the Rolls, agreed with this characterization of simple demand bank
guarantees, and equated them to promissory notes payable on de-
mand.1 52 The Court of Appeal's decision was unanimous.
An English commentator noted that the concern created by this
decision among contractors was such that the International Federation
of European Contractors and the Confederation of British Industry
warned their members against use of these simple demand or uncondi-
tional guarantees or bonds. 5
4.2.6 Conflicts
4.2.6.1 Illegality
The significant role of causality in European bank guarantee law
is apparent not only in the broad admissibility of defenses such as fraud
and abuse of rights, but also in the liberal treatment of other causal
defenses such as illegality of the underlying transaction. Causal illegal-
ity has long been recognized as a defense against payment of letters of
credit."' Yet, while the cause may be illegal in the customer's place of
business, a tender of documents by a foreign beneficiary that complies
with the law of the place of tender may have to be honored by the
issuing bank." 5 In the final analysis, it all depends upon the serious-
ness of the illegality in the place of issuance. If the illegality involved in
the place of issuance is serious enough to warrant comity in the benefi-
ciary's jurisdiction, the tender may have to be rejected in both the bene-
ficiary's and the customer's places of business. 5 Illegalities that result
152 Id. at 986.
's Williams, supra note 22, at 13.
a For a general discussion of illegality as a defense, see B. KOZOLCHYK, COM-
MERCIAL LETTERS OF CREDrr IN THE AMERICAS 471-76 (1966). For more recent il-
lustrations of illegality in letter of credit law, and the anti-Israeli boycott provisions and
decisions, see Kozolchyk, ENCYCLOPEDIA, supra note 21, at 122-23.
155 At least since 1951, the UCP defers to the law and customs of the place of
payment of the letter of credit. Thus, Article 14 of the 1951 UCP, Brochure 151 of the
International Chamber of Commerce, stated in relevant part: "The applicants for the
credit are responsible to the Banks for all obligations imposed upon the latter by for-
eign laws and customs." Thus, if bank A in country X requested bank B in country Y
to confirm its irrevocable credit, and bank B paid in accordance with its own laws and
customs (and presumably not in violation of any UCP rule), bank A was obligated to
reimburse B, despite the unenforceability of the credit in X. Article 14 also placed the
burden of reimbursement on the applicants. With minor variations, this rule has been
preserved and appears as Article 20(c) of Publication 400.
115 See authorities, supra note 154.
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from imperative rules, such as on forbidden or restricted imports, ex-
ports, or payments of foreign exchange, are more likely to prevent pay-
ment than those that result from a misdemeanor or from a "technical"
violation of an obscure or rarely enforced rule.
Once the enforceability of underlying transactions becomes a pri-
mary concern for the adjudicator, as it does with bank guarantees, the
scope of illegality is inevitably broadened. This broadened scope en-
courages conflicts among the laws of the place of issuance of the guar-
antee or of the counter-guarantee, and the laws of the principal's and
beneficiary's places of business. A 1982 case that wound its way con-
currently through German and English courts illustrates the likelihood
and unsettling consequences of such a conflict.
In J.H. Rayners (Mincing Lane Ltd.) v. Bank fir Gemeinwirt-
schaft A. G. 157 one B, acting in behalf of BEG (a company in which B
had a substantial interest), procured the issuance of two bank guaran-
tees from the defendant bank (BFG) to plaintiffs in England (Rayners).
The purpose of this guarantee was to assure the English beneficiary of
the payment of BEG's indebtedness on monetary transactions in the
London foreign exchange market.
In relevant part the guarantee read as follows:
You are entering into regular business dealings with BEG
. . . . As a result of these dealings BEG from time to time
incur obligations to make payments to you. In consideration
of the promises, we, BFG, hereby irrevocably undertake on
your first written request to forthwith pay amounts which
BEG owe you up to a total of. . . upon your written decla-
ration that BEG failed to pay the requested amount when it
fell due. This guarantee expires no later than . . . . The
issuance of this guarantee is allowed by the statutory law of
the German Federal Republic. In the case of a claim being
made under this guarantee we will make payment in accor-
dance with the regulations in force governing payment be-
tween the German Federal Republic and your country. It is
agreed that you will return us this guarantee upon expiry or
upon a claim being made .
Shortly before Rayners made its claim on the guarantee, B pro-
cured an injunction in the Bonn District Court against Rayners' draw-
ing under the two guarantees in force. This injunction was based, inter
157 [1983] 1 Lloyd's Rep. 462.
158 Id. at 464.
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alia, upon the contention that despite the recital in the guarantee, West
German law considered commodity futures transactions (including for-
eign exchange) to be an illegal form of gambling unenforceable against
anyone other than substantial merchants registered in the commercial
register.59 While BEG was registered, B was not. B was found by the
Bonn District Court to be the real party in interest. Rayners, mean-
while, claiming damages for BFG's failure to honor the guarantee,
brought an action against BFG in London, where the future transac-
tions took place. In a subsequent action before the Bonn District Court,
BEG requested that Rayners be ordered to discontinue the action
against BFG in Great Britain. The Bonn District Court agreed and
found that it had jurisdiction over the drawing of BFG's guarantee.
Further, it found that this drawing was illegal and unenforceable in
Germany because of B's status as a non-registered merchant. Mean-
while, BFG contended in the London proceedings that Rayners' action
be stricken because Rayners' pursuit of the damages action in London,
given what had been decided in Germany, was an abuse of judicial
process. Judge Staughton of the Commercial Court disagreed, because
he could not say that Rayners' action in London was bound to fail, a
finding that was required on a motion to strike the pleadings in a case
of abuse of process.
Following Staughton's judgment, Rayners appealed the Bonn Dis-
trict Court judgment to the Cologne Regional Court of Appeal in Ger-
many. This court confirmed the lower court's decision that no contrac-
tual relation existed between Rayner and BEG, but that one did exist
between Rayner and B. It held that even if its findings on the contrac-
tual relationship were incorrect, the transaction covered by the guaran-
tee was illegal and unenforceable.
16
1
Armed with this decision, BFG appealed Staughton's decision in
London to the Court of Appeal. The Court of Appeal found, inter alia,
that the West German courts did not consider what was the proper law
applicable to the underlying contract. Since Rayners had not raised this
issue in Germany and was ready to raise it during a trial on the merits
in London, the London proceedings could not be regarded as an abuse
of process. After all, the dealings in commodity futures took place in
England and English law did not consider them illegal or
unenforceable.' 1
19 Id. at 465. According to L.J. Slade of the Court of Appeal, an additional
exception that would have made these transactions enforceable was their connection
with a bona fide trading transaction.
o60 Id. at 462.
161 Id. at 470.
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Rayners was a disaster waiting to happen. What is worse, conflicts
such as those in the Rayners case will continue to occur, even in the
trade between cooperative trading partners or between nations which
are members of the same common market. As long as bank guarantees
are causal promises, the legality and morality of causal promises
(among the most distinct and litigated areas of each jurisdiction's law),
will continue to breed litigation.'
4.2.6.2 Other Sources of Conflict
In addition to illegality, several other substantive and procedural
law norms seem poised for conflict. Consider, for example, the Saudi
Arabian rule on oral demands for payment. The uncontradicted allega-
tion was made in the Paribas decision,'"3 that Saudi Arabian law enti-
tled the beneficiary to payment upon his mere oral request, even if the
guarantee clearly required a writing." Similarly, in the absence of
contradictory evidence, the court had to accept that Saudi Arabian law
does "not insist on strict compliance even with guarantees incorporated
in letters of credit; substantial compliance, generously construed, is
quite enough."'6 5 As pointed out by Judge Posner, if this were the law,
Paribas could not be refused reimbursement by American National
Bank (its United States counter-guarantor, or issuer of the standby let-
ter of credit). For American National Bank to refuse reimbursement:
"would put Paribas in an intolerable position for the courts to say, your
obligations to SMC are governed by the guarantee as interpreted under
Saudi law but your rights against American National Bank are gov-
erned by the guarantee as inconsistently interpreted under American
law."'
66
161 For example, see the discussion on the morality of cause in Kozolchyk, Com-
mercialization, supra note 46, at 7-20.
103 See supra note 5 (uncertainty of mails necessitated honoring of oral demand).
I" Id. at 384.
165 Id. at 384-85.
166 Id. at 385. Earlier, Judge Posner had dismissed the need to characterize prop-
erly the role played by the various banks, stating that:
[i]t thus would make no difference whether Paribas was a confirming
bank, as we have suggested was probably the case, or the issuer of a sec-
ond letter of credit (the guarantee) of which American National Bank was
the beneficiary, which would make this a case of 'back to back' letters of
credit. Paribas' obligations, and the argument for insisting on strict com-
pliance, would be the same.
Id. at 384 (citations omitted). Leaving aside the inaccurate reference to the back to back
letters of credit, see supra note 28 (direct guarantee/counter-guarantee practice differ-
ent from back to back letters of credit), it would make a difference if Paribas were a
confirming bank, as opposed to the direct guarantor of American National's counter-
guarantee. As discussed in the principal text, see supra note 24 (counter-guarantor may
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Rules that make the guarantee perpetually enforceable or enforce-
able beyond the term stipulated in the guarantee are also prime candi-
dates for conflict. Consider the predicament of a counter-guarantor
whose counter-guarantee expires where issued on its specified date of
expiry, but who, according to the place of issuance of the direct guaran-
tee is obligated to reimburse the direct guarantor for a payment made
after the expiration of the counter-guarantee. Such a counter-guarantor
would be faced with having to reimburse the direct guarantor in accor-
dance with the laws of the direct guarantor's place of business and be-
ing unable to seek its own reimbursement by the laws of its place of
business. Similarly, rules or practices that approve or condone a bad
faith "extend or pay practice" face rejection in jurisdictions where
rights or obligations are supposed to be claimed and discharged in good
faith.16 One can visualize a judge in any such jurisdiction asking:
"how could a beneficiary, willing to withdraw his demand of payment
at the moment the guarantor extends the life of the guarantee, claim
that his retracted demand had been truthful?" After all, if the act or
event that supported the demand had taken place at the time the de-
mand was made, why seek an extension, why not collect, then and
there?
At times, the conflict arises not between substantive law rules but
between principles of interpretation of obligational language. A Febru-
ary 2, 1988 decision by the French Cour de Cassation68 referred to
Article 1162 of the French Civil Code as containing the principle that
resolves obligational ambiguities in bank guarantee language. The issue
was whether the guarantee involved was a causal Civil Code guarantee
or an abstract or autonomous first demand bank guarantee. According
to Article 1162 of the French Civil Code, "when doubt exists, an agree-
ment is interpreted against the obligee and in favor of the obligor." ' 9
Swiss courts, apparently acting on a similar presumption, arrive at sim-
ilar results.170 Yet, if the guarantee in question were examined by an
Anglo-American judge, the principle and presumption he would apply
specify payment against examination of documents tendered by beneficiary), American
National Bank as an issuing bank, would have the right to verify on its own that the
documents tendered to Paribas were in compliance with its irrevocable credit. Its verifi-
cation would be governed by the terms of its own irrevocable letter of credit, as con-
strued by United States law. As a counter-guarantor, however, it is most often severely
limited in its verification. It may have to pay strictly on the basis of Paribas' statement
that the Saudi beneficiary did comply with the terms of the credit.
187 See, e.g., art. 242 of the German BGB of 1900 (Sebald, Nurnberg, 1910), and
U.C.C. § 1-203 (imposing "obligation of good faith" upon all parties to contract).
"8 (1988) 2 Cass. civ. com. 55.
189 See C. Civ. § 1162 (Dalloz 1980).
170 Kronauer, supra note 6 at 124.
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would be "contra proferentum": the meaning of an ambiguous promise
or statement of liability is to be interpreted not in favor, but against the
party who proffered it.
Finally, conflict inevitably arises from choice of forum and choice
of law clauses found in direct guarantees and in the URCG. Some di-
rect guarantees require that the parties to the guarantee and counter-
guarantee subject themselves to the law and jurisdiction of the courts of
the place of issuance of the direct guarantee. Accordingly, a Belgian
court would have had to order a bank in Belgium to pay its guarantee
in accordance with Bank Markazi's directive that all Iranian benefi-
ciaries draw on bank guarantees, regardless of justification."'1
Article 10 of the URCG, in turn, states that if the guarantee does
not specify a governing law, "the applicable law is that of the guaran-
tor's place of business."1"' This rule's application by a Mexican federal
court and its disregard by a California trial and appellate court, led
both sets of courts to a paradigmatic renvoi standoff and to a denial of
justice. In Movawad Curi v. Acciones Bursatiles Somex S.A., a recent
unpublished decision, the Court of Appeals of California"' affirmed
the Superior Court's rejection of jurisdiction, inter alia, because of the
inconvenience of the forum. The Court of Appeals held that jurisdiction
was more properly found in Mexico. This decision, however, came on
the heels of a Mexican federal court decision which similarly declined
jurisdiction because the operative instrument was a bank guarantee is-
sued in the state of California. Since this bank guarantee was silent on
applicable law, it was subject to URCG Article 10 which applied the
law of the place of issuance. 74
The differences, incompatibilities, and standoffs described above
are part of a calculus that has lead beneficiaries to select the laws and
courts most favorable to their warranted or unwarranted claims. As of
1982, it was clear to Dr. Schwank that English law and courts were
the favorites among beneficiaries."' 5
171 See supra notes 107-09 (principal unable to continue work because of
Khomeini's revolution).
17' URCG, supra note 14.
173 See Curi v. Acciones Bursatiles Somex, No. C578429 (Cal. Super. Ct. Feb. 23,
1987), affid, slip op. no. B027137 (Cal. Ct. App. June 14, 1988).
174 See Auto de 27 de noviembre de 1987, Juez Quinto de Distrito en Materia
Civil en el Distrito Federal (on file with Documentation Center of the International
Academy of Commercial and Consumer Law, University of Arizona, Foreign Law
Collection, Tucson, Arizona). The California Court of Appeal disregarded this deci-
sion, arguing that as a federal court, the Mexican court could not exercise jurisdiction.
It did not state that other Mexican courts could not exercise jurisdiction or that the
plaintiff had failed to demonstrate that Mexican state courts could not exercise
jurisdiction.
17 Schwank, supra note 6, at 7-8.
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Given the well known integrity of English bankers and courts, the
rules and practices that Middle East beneficiaries find so attractive are
certainly not the product of an English conspiracy to corner the guar-
antee market. Yet, an unlevel playing field, however reached, does not
bid well for the bank guarantee market. Markets in general, and finan-
cial markets in particular, thrive only when the participants cooperate
and trust each other. Thus, if the bank guarantee market is to thrive,
dependent as it is upon correspondent banking relations, its rules must
be, to the extent that they embody safe, sound, and cost effective bank-
ing practices, fair to all participants. One-sidedness, whether at the
transactional or at the adjudicative level, is certain to be countered with
other one-sidedness. In the end, one-sidedness is the surest prescription
for desuetude.
5. THE DRAFT ICC RULES (URG) AND LEGE FERENDA
With the failure of the URCG to gain favor among beneficiaries,
the International Chamber of Commerce has attempted to draw up a
new set of acceptable bank guarantee rules. The effort has gained in
intensity since 1985 and is presently in its Sixth [and final] Draft."'0
178 The following is a chronological listing of ICC documents relating to the effort
to draft a new set of bank guarantee rules, together with a brief summary of content
relevant to the present writing. It is based upon the writer's own collection and thus is
not exhaustive. The reader should be warned that the numbering of ICC documents is
not uniform, especially with regard to Roman and Arabic numerals for months and
days. Each document will be listed hereafter by number and date as it appears in the
ICC's own version. ICC Doc. 470/468, 1985.01.30 reports on the meeting of the "rele-
vant Working Party chaired by John Matthews (United Kingdom)" held on December
3, 1985. ICC Doc. 555-21/57, 1986.01.30, reports on the establishment of a special
Working Party on a Code of Practice for Demand Guarantees. Mr. Pisek of Czechoslo-
vakia stressed that demand guarantees were particularly a problem in developing coun-
tries including the Middle East and recommended the use of statements of default in
demand guarantees, which would also be helpful with respect to the "extend or pay
practice." Mr. Paashaus of the Federal Republic of Germany agreed. Mr. Bontoux of
France stated that the standby-letter of credit provided a very useful instrument for the
bank guarantee type of operation. The Chairman of the Working Party stressed that if
the market insisted on bank guarantees, people could not be forced to use letters of
credit instead. ICC Doc. 470/Int.215, 460/Int.184, 1986.05.23 contains the First Draft
(May, 1986) version of a "Code of Practice for Demand Guarantees and Bonds" (Al-
ternative Title-Uniform Rules for Demand Guarantees and Bonds) [hereinafter URG
1]. ICC Doc. 470/481, 1986.06.17, contains Mr. Matthews' progress report on ICC
Doc. 470/Int.215; 555-21/61, 1987.06.02, and Mr. Matthews' progress report on the
updating of rules used as a model by the British Bankers Association. ICC Doc. 555-
21/59, 1986.11.07, contains references to problems with the extend or pay practice and
the advisability of an Article 33 (draft) suspension of the payment procedure until in-
structions are received from principals involved. ICC Doc. 460/470-1, 1987.08.03 an-
nounces the composition of a Joint Working Party on Contractual Guarantees, pre-
sided over by Dr. Rudolf Von Graffenried of Switzerland, and having as Rapporteur,
Ferdinand L. de May from the United Kingdom, and consisting of five delegates from
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Since many changes have been introduced in each draft, and since the
revision process is ongoing, not much would be gained by a detailed
analysis of each provision. Attention will be focused, instead, on the
main normative principles and policies.
5.1 Scope
Article 1 is the URG's scope provision. An examination of the six
drafts reveals that the URG is less ambitious in scope now than when
first drawn.
Article 1 of URG 1 states that the URG applies to "all Demand
Guarantees, Demand Bonds and, where they are employed in guaran-
tee operations as substitutes for Demand Guarantees and Demand
Bonds, Standby Letters of Credit, (all of which are hereinafter referred
to as 'Guarantee(s)' . . .,) 7
Article 1 of URG 5 now circumscribes application to "any guar-
the Commission on International Commercial and five delegates from the Banking
Commission. ICC Doc. 470/Int.227, 1987.08.06 contains the Draft of the Code of
Practice for Demand Guarantees and Bonds (1987) of The Committee of London and
Scottish Bankers. ICC Doc. 460/Int.208 and 470/Int.239, 1988.1.04, contains the Sec-
ond Draft of 1CC Uniform Rules for Guarantees [hereinafter URG 2], agreed upon by
the Joint Working Party at its meeting of January 7-8, 1988. Professor Hjerner of
Sweden suggested the need for certifications and documents to support a beneficiary's
claim. ICC Doc. 470/521, 1988.111.01, contains comments by German, Czech, British,
Danish, Polish, Greek, and Soviet banks, as well as by bankers' associations to the
470/Int.239 Draft. ICC Doc. 460/331, 1988.111.11, contains Swedish and Dutch
bankers' comments on 470/Int.239 (URG 2). ICC Doc. 470/521 Bis, 1988.111.17 con-
tains comments from German, Italian, Hungarian, Bulgarian, Latin American, Cana-
dian, Swiss, French and Nigerian banks and bankers' associations to the ICC Doc.
470/Int.239 Draft. ICC Doc. 470/549, 1988.IX.09 contains revision efforts of various
articles, especially Article 22 of 460/Int.208 and, 470/Int.239. ICC Doc. 551-21/66,
1988.XI.03 contains progress report on the revision of URG 2 (report by Mr. Werner
Paashaus). In the progress report, Mr. Amamchyan of the U.S.S.R. suggested the need
to amend Article 3 of the draft to clarify the primary or secondary nature of a guaran-
tee, and Mr. Pisek (Czechoslovakia) questioned the inclusion of assignments of pro-
ceeds and the obligatory nature of Article 3, as well as the need under Article 22 for the
beneficiary to present a written demand. ICC Doc. 470/560, 460/348, 1988.X.27, con-
tains comments by the French Banking Association and the Swedish National Commit-
tee on the URG 2. ICC Doc. 470/549, 1988. IX.09, contains what it refers to as the
second draft, but according to the present chronology should be regarded as the third
draft [hereinafter URG 3]. ICC Doc. 470/550 his and 460/345 bis, 1988.IX.20, con-
tain the Iranian National Committee of the ICC's response to URG 2. ICC Doc. 470/
Int.251, 460/Int.217, 1989.1.30, contains the UNCITRAL Report on the November
21-30, 1988, Vienna meeting, to study the ICC draft URG; February, 1989, unnum-
bered fourth draft [hereinafter URG 4]. ICC Doc. 470/Int.263, 460/Int.218 and 460/
470-1/Int.38, 1989.IV.03, contains the fifth draft [hereinafter URG 5]. ICC Doc. 460/
359 and 470/563 contains the sixth and final draft [hereinafter URG 6]. The disparity
between the ICC and the present numbering may be because the author's criterion is
based upon changes in preceding versions of the ICC draft, whereas ICC's numbering
may be the result of committee or Joint Working Party decisions.
' URG 1, art. 1, supra note 176.
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antee, however named or described . . . and [any] amendment thereto
which a U.C. guarantor . . . has been instructed to issue and which
states that it is subject to the Uniform Rules for Guarantees of the
International Chamber of Commerce .... "178
The ambitious coverage of URG 1, 2, and 3 placed all these drafts
on a collision course with the 1983 UCP, because the latter also ap-
plied to standby letters of credit,17 19 and contained inconsistent rules on
revocability, assignment, transfer, suspension, expiration, and required
wording. 80 This problem was discussed during a September, 1988
meeting of the United States State Department Study Team with rep-
resentatives of UNCITRAL and the ICC. 1 ' Subsequently, during the
November 1988 UNCITRAL Vienna meeting, Ms. Carol Xueref, the
ICC's legal attachee, clarified that the URG's Joint Working Party did
not intend to apply the URG to standby letters of credit. 82
Despite this clarification and the narrower scope of URG 6, Arti-
cle 1, a conflict with the UCP is still a distinct possibility, particularly
because "hybrid" issuances such as standby letters of credit as counter-
guarantees for direct guarantees, or vice versa, are common in the
North-Atlantic and Trans-Pacific trade. 83 One part of the transaction
would be subject to the UCP and the other to the URG. Thus, bank-
ers, lawyers, and adjudicators will be attempting in vain to reconcile
irreconcilable differences.
176 URG 6, art. 1, supra note 176.
179 See UCP, art. 1, supra notes 10, 13.
160 Compare Article 5 of URG 2, 3 and 4, requiring that all guarantees be irrevo-
cable, with UCP, Articles 7 and 9, allowing revocable credits and setting forth a pre-
sumption in favor of revocability. Compare Article 4 of URG 2,3,4 and 5 prohibiting
"assignment" with UCP, Articles 54 and 55 on the permissible category of transferable
credits. Compare UCP, Article 46(b) on the mandatory presentation of documents prior
to the expiration of a credit, with the URG 6, Article 26 version of the "extend or pay"
practice, setting forth a suspension of payment of the credit. On necessary wording,
compare UCP, Articles 3 and 4, discouraging, although not prohibiting, references to
the underlying contract, with URG 3, Article 3(c), requiring a reference to "the under-
lying transaction requiring the issue of the Guarantee."
81 The meeting of the United States Study Team on Standby Letters of Credit
and Bank Guarantees took place on September 30, 1988 at the Fordham University
School of Law in New York. During this meeting, Charles del Busto, former President
of the United States Council for International Trade and this writer pointed out the
potential for serious conflicts between the URG 3 and the UCP. A similar point of
view was expressed subsequently by Bradley K. Sable, Esq., Counsel for the Federal
Reserve of New York, in an October 26, 1988 facsimile communication to Professor
Gerald McLaughlin, another member of the United States Study Team and delegate to
the November 21-30, 1988 UNCITRAL meeting.
162 See ICC Doc. 470/Int.251, 460/Int.217, 1989.1.30, at 4 (statements attributed
to the ICC Observer, Ms. C. Xueref, ICC Legal Attache).
138 See supra note 25 (sources describing various hybrid issuances).
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5.2 Certainty
Three consecutive URG drafts categorically espoused the irrevoca-
bility of bank guarantees."" But by subjecting the effectiveness of the
guarantor's promise to pre-establishment, non-documentary conditions
the same drafts compromised irrevocability. As is stated in Article 6 of
URG 2: "A guarantee enters into effect as from the date of its issue to
the Beneficiary, unless its terms expressly provide that its effectiveness
is subject to conditions (e.g. written notification of an award of contract,
the receipt of specified advance payment monies or any other event)."
Clearly, what was labeled an irrevocable promise at the date of
issuance became revocable if the guarantor verified that "events" such
as the receipt by the principal or the guarantor of beneficiary's advance
payment monies had not taken place. Another common pre-establish-
ment condition (especially with French bank guarantees) was the re-
ceipt of funding or of "cover" for the issuance of the guarantee. Under
these circumstances, to label the guarantee as irrevocable is, as stated
by this writer during the September, 1988 New York meeting, to dis-
guise its revocability.
URG 6, Article 6 refers to the effectiveness of the guarantee only
"as from the date of its issue. ' ' It adds, however, that establishment
is subject to terms that expressly provide "conditions specified in the
Guarantee and determinable by the Guarantor." ' As the URG does
not differentiate between documentary and non-documentary condi-
tions, it continues to compromise the certainty of the guarantee.
5.3 Abstraction
Assertions of independence or abstraction of the guarantee promise
abound in all the URG drafts. A guarantee is repeatedly described as
"independent of any underlying transaction," and the terms of any such
transaction "shall in no way affect the Guarantor's rights and obliga-




Abstraction, like certainty, is inconsistent with pre-establishment,
non-documentary conditions, such as the making of an advance pay-
ment, the submission of a bid, or the award of a contract. 88 Further-
1S4 See URG 2, 3, 4, art. 5, supra note 176. The text of Article 5 was quite terse:
"All Guarantees are irrevocable."
'85 URG 6, art. 5, supra note 176.
186 Id.
7 URG 6, art. 2(b) supra note 176. See also URG 3, 4, 5, art. 2(b), supra note
176; URG 2, art. 7, supra note 176; URG 1, arts. 4, 5, supra note 176.
1 See generally URG 2, art. 6, supra note 176; URG 5, art. 5, supra note 176;
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more, the espousal of abstraction cannot be reconciled with the wide-
spread use of causal terms or stipulations as antidotes against abusive
or fraudulent calls of the guarantee.
It is regrettable that the drafters of URG 6 did not see fit to rely
on purely documentary conditions. Instead, the URG drafters focused
on the language of simple demands. One of the most hotly debated is-
sues was, "how simple can a simple demand be?" Should a simple de-
mand guarantee contain, at a minimum, the beneficiary's representa-
tion that because of the principal's breach he is entitled to payment?
Should such a representation be written, and should it be accompanied
by other documents, including third party certificates or other written
representations of entitlement to payment?
Until URG 2, the view in favor of a documentary type of simple
demand seemed as though it would prevail. URG 2, Article 22, re-
quired that any claim be in any one of the following agreed forms of
written demand:
a) the Beneficiary's written demand incorporating his state-
ment that the Principal is in breach of his obligation(s) and
indicating the nature of such breach; or
b) the Beneficiary's written demand incorporating his state-
ment that the Principal is in breach of his obligation(s) and
indicating the nature of such breach and supported by the
documents to be specified in the Guarantee; or
c) the Beneficiary's written demand incorporating his state-
ment (i) indicating that the Principal is in breach of his obli-
gation(s) and (ii) indicating the nature of such breach, and
(iii) declaring that as a result thereof the Beneficiary has be-
come entitled to payment of the amount claimed by him and
that the amount claimed has not been paid whether directly
or indirectly, by or on behalf of the Principal or by any form
of set off, and (iv) supported by such other documents as
may be specified in the Guarantee.
Article 22 opted for a minimum documentary requirement in the
case of silent simple demand guarantees. A guarantee subject to the
URG that contained a simple demand clause and no documentary re-
URG 6, art. 6, supra note 176 (explaining that a Guarantee becomes effective from the
date of its issue, unless subject to conditions). The objections raised in the principal text
have not only been raised by this writer but also by representatives of banks and bank-
ers' associations. See, e.g., URG 2, art. 2, comments in letter by Dr. B. Eckardt, Febru-
ary 25, 1988 (representing Hamburg bankers, to the ICC). See also the comments by
the French Banking Association in ICC Doc. 470/560 and 460/348, 1988.X.27.
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quirement had to comply with paragraph (a) above."' 9
Even this minimalist approach, which required nothing more than
the beneficiary's own statement of breach, Proved unacceptable. While
each successive URG draft condemned the simple demand practice, 1 it
also seemed more inclined to accept it. Complete acceptability came
with Article 19 of URG 5 and Article 20 of URG 6:
Any claim for payment under a Guarantee issued according
to these Rules shall be made by the Beneficiary in writing
and except where the Guarantee provides for payment on
simple demand or otherwise on conditions other than those
set out in paragraphs a) and b) below, shall be supported by
either:
a) the Beneficiary's statement that and in what respect the
Principal is in breach of his specified obligation(s); or
b) the Beneficiary's statement that and in what respect the
Principal is in breach of his specified obligation(s) together
with any other document(s) specified in the Guarantee."'
The battle on the documentary contents of the simple demand led
to an interesting but misleading paradox. Those who argued in favor of
a non-documentary simple demand appeared to be the defenders of ab-
straction, and those who argued in favor of documentary conditions ap-
peared to be the supporters of causality. Facts are at odds with this
alignment. As the experience with European decisional law has shown,
the two most important factors in bank guarantee litigation are: I) the
nature of the guarantee, i.e., a simple demand wording which lends
itself to abuse, illegality and fraud, and 2) the beneficiary's "monop-
sonic" or dominant party status and unfair method of doing business.
More than any other factors, these two have contributed to a decisional
law that is increasingly causal. Hence, to prevent causality from de-
"' URG 2, art. 22, supra note 176.
190 See URG 3, Introduction, supra note 176, at 1 (reference to a "good guarantee
practice" and to a "fairer balance"); URG 4, Introduction, supra note 176, at 3 (quot-
ing the ICC as voicing "its strong opposition to simple on-demand guarantees" and its
intention to discourage their use); URG 5, Introduction, supra note 176, at 3 (similarly
expressing strong opposition to simple demand guarantees and discourages such a prac-
tice, but nevertheless stating that the practice is permitted under the Rules and conced-
ing that the Rules incorporate a "major change favorable to beneficiaries in that they
no longer have necessarily to present an arbitration award or other independent docu-
mentary evidence in support of any claim"); URG 6, supra note 176, at 4.
191 URG 5, art. 19, supra note 176. To this text, URG 6, Article 20 adds: "Sub-
sections a) and b) shall not apply when the payment of the Guarantee is to be made on
(first) demand without supporting written statement(s) or document(s) (i.e. simple de-
mand) .... "
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stroying the certainty of guarantees, the URG has to restore what the
draftsmen themselves referred to as a "fairer balance" between the par-
ties. The components of this balance, however, must result from an
accurate assessment of both prototypical transactions and archetypal or
desirable behavior by the guarantor as the trustworthy and pivotal
party.
A review of contemporary simple demand practice reveals three
types of transactions. In type one, the simple demand guarantee is
nothing more than a transfer of funds by the principal supplier of
goods or services, to its buyer or importer, who may then use these
funds at its discretion. This type can be validly equated to a banker's
acceptance, in that no true condition is imposed by the issuer of the
promise upon the beneficiary's right to be paid. The beneficiary's pre-
sentment of the guarantee or his demand for payment, being completely
within the beneficiary's control, are simple modalities of the collection
process. The term "guarantee" is used in this transaction only because
the beneficiary wishes that someone trustworthy (the guarantor) assure
it of the availability of the funds upon his demand. The transfer of
funds is either payment for doing business in beneficiary's jurisdiction
or an entrustment for unspecified purposes. In type one, then, the par-
ties' intent is that the beneficiary be paid solely upon its word and
without the guarantor's exercise of discretion.
In type two, the simple demand guarantee is a promise of payment
by a trusted and discretionary paymaster (the direct guarantor or the
counter-guarantor), which uses its discretion to determine whether the
beneficiary's tender of simple or easily verifiable statements or certifica-
tions meets the terms and conditions of the guarantee. These statements
or certifications may be the beneficiary's or a third party's. As with
commercial letters of credit, widespread reliance on type two depends
upon the mutuality of value conferred: if the documents are inherently
valuable, i.e., relied upon in the marketplace for the type of assurance
sought by the principal and the guarantor, payment will be made will-
ingly and quickly in the vast majority of issuances. Also, as with com-
mercial letter of credit documents, the verification of the type two guar-
antee documents is "facial" and documentary; it is unconcerned with
underlying transaction defenses or equities.
Type three is a combination of the preceding two types and is
characterized by non-documentary requirements accompanied by
"pure" simple demand language. Typically this guarantee leads to con-
tradictory perceptions. The beneficiary regards type three as if it were
a type one, whereas the principal regards it as if it were a type two.
Clearly, type three gives rise to most of the litigation.
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The URG could contribute to the reduction of litigation by cor-
recting the parties' misperception and by spelling out the legal conse-
quences attached to each type of simple demand. Type one should be
treated either as the issuer's acceptance or as a transfer of funds to the
direct guarantor, depending upon whether actual funds were trans-
ferred at the moment of issuance. It should not be treated as a guaran-
tee, or as a transaction where the guarantor or counter-guarantor re-
tains the discretion to pay. Type two should be treated as a
documentary promise of the same species as the commercial letter of
credit, where, by examining the required documents or statements, the
promisor retains discretion to determine compliance and payment. The
principal and the beneficiary should be encouraged to rely on
creditworthy documents. These documents ought to be "merchantable"
or valuable in the marketplace of the respective types of goods or ser-
vices. Here, the experience with commercial letters of credit with in-
spection certificates on the quality or health standards of grains or veg-
etables should be helpful. A listing of acceptable inspectors or
inspection agencies for each type of contract, together with standard
language of evaluation of performance would also facilitate the verifica-
tion of guarantee compliance. Finally, type three should be discouraged.
It should be treated, in order to encourage trustworthy promises, as a
type one issuance. Guarantors unhappy with the loss of payment dis-
cretion will hopefully elect not to issue such guarantees, or issue them
as full-fledged documentary promises.
5.4 Expiry Rules and the Extend or Pay Practice
Article 23 of URG 5 seemingly put to rest what was described
earlier192 as the fetishistic notion that possession of the guarantee con-
ferred everlasting rights on the beneficiary.1 93 It asserts that the benefi-
ciary's retention of the guarantee document past the date of expiry,
payment, cancellation or other type of termination has no legal conse-
quences.1 94 Unfortunately, however, the presentation of the guarantee
document (and, implicitly, the beneficiary's possession) continues to
play a role in preventing the expiration of the guarantee. On the one
192 See supra note 74 and accompanying text.
', URG 5, art. 23, supra note 176, states, "Where a Guarantee has terminated
by payment, expiry, cancellation or otherwise, retention of the Guarantee or of any
amendments thereto shall not preserve any rights the Beneficiary may claim under the
Guarantee." Cf URCG, art. 6, supra note 14 (in which the same rule is stated, but
modified by the insistence that the document "should be returned to the Guarantor
without delay").
194 See URG 5, art. 23, supra note 176 (which states that retention "shall not
preserve any rights the Beneficiary may claim under the Guarantee").
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hand, the presentation of the guarantee document to the guarantor can,
qualify as an "expiry event."' 95 On the other hand, presentation, ac-
companied by a demand to extend or pay the guarantee, can lead to an
extension beyond the original expiration date.196 Furthermore, since
Article 3 of URG 5 and URG 6 allow guarantees to set forth either a
date or an event of expiration,'197 a guarantee without a stated date of
expiration seems likely to be enforced indefinitely. All the beneficiary
of an expiry date-lacking guarantee would have to do to assure indefi-
nite duration is not to "propitiate" the "expiry event" by retaining pos-
session of the relevant documents.
5.5 Choice of Law
Article 26 of URG 5 and Article 27 of URG 6 retain the same
choice of law rule of Article 10 of the URCG: unless otherwise stipu-
lated, the governing law is that of the Guarantor's place of business.'98
It will be remembered that Article 10 of the URCG was at the center
of the renvoi by a California state court to a Mexican federal court in
the Movawad Curi case."99 The choice -of the law of the guarantor's
place of business is not only conducive to renvoi difficulties but also to
the jurisdictional tug-of-war apparent in the Rayners case. °0 In addi-
tion, the URG's preference for the guarantor's place of business over
the counter-guarantor's (even when the question is compliance with the
terms of the counter-guarantee) encourages one-sidedness and unneces-
19 URG 5, art. 21 and URG 6, art. 22, supra note 176, state:
Expiry of a Guarantee for the presentation of claims shall be upon a spec-
ified final date ("Expiry Date") or upon presentation to the Guarantor of
the document(s) specified for the purpose of expiry ("Expiry Event"). If
both an Expiry Date and an Expiry Event are specified in a Guarantee,
the Guarantee shall expire on whichever of the Expiry Date or Expiry
Event occurs first. Claims received after the Expiry Date or Expiry Event
shall be rejected by the Guarantor. It should be noted that the term "ex-
piry event" is not used in a technical-legal sense. It presupposes not an
occurrence beyond the beneficiary's control, but the beneficiary's voluntary
act, such as his tender of the required documents or statements.
I" See URG 5, art. 25, supra note 176, which in relevant part states: "If the
Beneficiary requests an extension of the validity of the Guarantee as an alternative to a
conforming demand for payment. . ." (emphasis added). URG 6, Article 26 replaces
the italicized words by "a claim for payment submitted in accordance with the terms
and conditions of the Guarantee ...."
197 URG 5, art. 3, supra note 176, in relevant part reads as follows: "Accord-
ingly, all Guarantees should stipulate: [f] the date and/or event of expiry of the Guar-
antee . ..."
198 URG 5, art. 26 and URG 6, art. 27, supra note 176; URCG, art. 10, supra
note 14.
199 See supra note 172 and accompanying text.
20 See supra notes 157-62 and accompanying text.
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sary litigation. If the prototypical beneficiary is a governmental agency
empowered to write its own law of compliance, surely it will not hesi-
tate to invoke Article 27 against the counter-guarantor's law of abuse of
rights, fraud and illegality. This situation will not be remedied by
choosing the law of the place of the counter-guarantee on questions
concerning the validity of and compliance with the counter-guarantee.
Such a choice would only encourage contradictory decisions in the
guarantor's and counter-guarantor's jurisdictions, thereby adding to the
distrust that now plagues correspondent banking relationships through-
out the trading world.
6. CONCLUSIONS
Trust lies at the root of viable correspondent banking relations. To
succeed, the law of bank guarantees must instill trust in the legal insti-
tutions chosen to carry out the parties' intent. It must also protect the
legitimate interests of the other participants in the financial market-
place, including the public at large, as represented by central banking
authorities. The absence of "rules of traffic" in the URG to regulate
the various guarantors and counter-guarantors, including paying banks
and issuers or confirmers of standby letters of credit, truly constitutes a
significant gap. However, before such rules of traffic can be written, a
consensus must be reached on what are the acceptable prototypical
transactions and the desirable behavior of archetypal guarantors, acting
as trusted intermediaries, checkers of documents and paymasters. In
this sense, the URG discussions on the documentary contents of simple
demand guarantees have performed a very valuable lege ferenda task.
In focusing on what should be the minimum acceptable documen-
tation, the fundamental issue of fairness has come to the fore. Other
fundamental issues, such as the significance of possession with regard to
expiry, the validity of extend or pay demands, and choice of law rules,
may be seen as consequences of the balance of fairness between princi-
pal and beneficiary. If this balance is tipped on the side of the benefi-
ciary, the norm will be non-documentation, accompanied by valid ex-
tend or pay demands, possession as an event of expiry, and choice of
beneficiary's place of issuance of the direct guarantee as the governing
law.
To restore the balance of fairness, the bank guarantee must return
to its documentary origins and rely on the guarantor's verification of
documentary compliance as a prerequisite of payment to the benefi-
ciary. The issuing bank's customer, as well as the issuing bank, were
willing to part with value (represented by payment of a specified sum)
once the beneficiary was willing to give up the value inherent in the
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tendered documents, especially the document of title. Surely deviant or
exceptional transactions took place, such as the so-called "clean" cred-
its. But letter of credit law was not built on exceptional practices. It
was built on prototypical mutuality of value.
Mutatis mutandis, bank guarantee law must be built upon what
was described earlier as merchantable documents, or documents re-
garded by the contractual marketplace as valuable indicators of breach
or performance of the "base" transactions. Bank guarantors cannot be
expected to ascertain either breach or performance, but they should be
expected to assess the import and compliance of statements or certifica-
tions. These documents can be issued by the beneficiary himself and
will have the value of facilitating actions for breach of warranty or
fraudulent misrepresentation against the beneficiary. Reliable third
party statements or certifications, however, are obviously preferable.
The certification, by a bank of known solvency, that the beneficiary did
transfer the funds or deposit a given sum in an account designated for
advance payments to the principal, is more creditworthy than the bene-
ficiary's own certification of such transfer or deposit. Similarly, a certif-
icate of completion of a given construction project by an independent
and respected engineering or architectural inspector is worth more in
the marketplace and in an arbitral or judicial proceeding than that of a
contractor or sub-contractor.
As indicated, the growth of the bank guarantee practice will thus
depend to a large extent on the elaboration of acceptable prototype
statements and certifications for the defaults envisaged by each type of
guarantee. Banks and the ICC Commission on Banking Technique and
Practice, as the most respected and influential recipients of these views,
ought to remain at the center of this documentation effort (an effort,
incidentally, which is not unlike that ably conducted for commercial
letters of credit by the ICC for almost five decades). Indeed, the UCP
at first only reflected the practices of various influential groups of
bankers with respect to key documents. Subsequently, the UCP harmo-
nized these practices with those of their correspondents, and thereby
provided fair and efficient rules of traffic and principles of
interpretation.
Hence, the ICC will need to re-examine the banking forms tran-
scribed in the Appendix and suggest ways to eliminate their causal sec-
tions. One way is to replace causal language in the operative document
with documentary requirements. For example, the causal reference to
the underlying bid or to the advance payment may well be replaced by
a condition requiring the presentation of documentary evidence of de-
posit of the advance payment at an agreed-upon bank, or the certifica-
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tion by an agreed upon lawyer or notary public that a specified bid has
been awarded to the principal. Parties would still be free to use their
preferred banking forms, but the choice of a given abstract, documen-
tary format will carry with it significant protection against causal de-
fenses and equities. By the same token, the choice of a "pure" simple
demand type of guarantee (type one in the earlier categorization)
should, barring central banking or other public policy prohibitions, be
available to willing parties but in a banker's acceptance or transfer of
funds context, not in a guarantee format. Finally, ambiguities and non-
documentary language should be interpreted contra proferentum, i.e.,
against the guarantor or counter-guarantor.
Once the ICC is able to build consensus among correspondent
bankers on the use of guarantee and documentary language, the task of
setting forth acceptable standards of verification and diligence in the
handling of documents, payment, and reimbursement obligations can be
accomplished easily. The ICC should continue to rely on the accumu-
lated experience of almost a century of documentary letter of credit
practice. At this point UNCITRAL should become the forum for the
elimination of substantive and procedural law conflicts. In this respect,
a recent report by the American Bar Association Task Force for the
Revision of Article 5 of the Uniform Commercial Code"01 has taken the
first significant step by embracing, whenever possible, those rules or
principles of interpretation most conducive to the international harmo-
nization of letter of credit law.
Contrary to what is believed by some European bankers and
banking lawyers, United States law is not hostile to either the form or
the substance of abstract European bank guarantees. Even the term
"guarantee" when used as part of or in connection with a letter of
credit transaction should not give rise to regulatory problems. Thus, a
term such as "guarantee letter of credit" may well resolve the nomen-
clature dispute between European and American bankers and banking
lawyers. Essentially, what is unacceptable to United States commercial
law is also unacceptable to the European jurisdictions discussed in this
writing. Both find unacceptable a transaction, rule or principle of inter-
pretation that requires that one or more parties assume a fully enforce-
201 Toward the Revision of U.C.C. Article 5 (Letters of Credit), A Report of the
American Bar Association Task Force on the Study of U.C.C. Article 5, J.E. Byrne,
Chairman, Draft 4-1 (March 4, 1989).
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able and costly obligation in exchange for the other party's non-obliga-
tion or "pseudo-obligation." 2 2
22 The expression "pseudo-obligation" was taken from U.C.C. 2-313, Official
Comment 4: "But in determining what they [the parties] have agreed upon good faith is
a factor and consideration should be given to the fact that the probability is small that a
real price is intended to be exchanged for a pseudo-obligation." For a discussion on the
meaning of fairness of commercial legal institutions, see Kozolchyk, Commercialization,
supra note 46, at 20-47. See also Kozolchyk, Fairness in Anglo and Latin American
Commercial Adjudication, 2 B.C. INT'L & COMP. L. REV. 219 (1979).
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Appendix A
Composite Text: Tender Guarantee
I. Causal Section (References to Base Contract)
A. "Tender Guarantee given by ...Bank (Guarantor) to ...
Beneficiary in the event of default by .. . (Principal) in the
obligations resulting from the Tender, dated . . . for. . .(exact
description of the object of Tender)." [Stumpf & Ullrich at 42]
"We refer to the tender submitted to you by (customer's name)
(the "Tenderer") under reference no.. . . in respect of (descrip-
tion of works/project) ("the Tenderer")." [Rowe at 94] "Bid
Bond No. . . . Project . . . We have been informed that
Messrs. . . .have submitted to you on . . .under your tender
No. . .of. . . .19 . . . their bid for the supply of. . .at a
total price of. . . . Pursuant to your tender conditions,
Messrs. . . .are required to provide you with a bid bond in the
amount of. . ." [Dohm at 184] "With reference to the tender of
. ..in connection with the adjudication for the construction of
the Cairo North Highway Bridge." [Ackermann at 144]
"Messrs. . . .submitted on. . .their bid for the supply of...
under your bid invitation dated . . ." [Kleiner at 182]
"Messrs. . . . submitted on ... their Bid No. . . . for the
supply of. . .under your bid invitation No. . . .dated ..."
[Union Bank of Switzerland at 87] "We have been informed
that Messrs. . . . (supplier) have submitted to you on ...
under your tender No. . . . of . . .their bid for the" supply of
. ..at a total price of. . . .According to your tender condi-
tions, Messrs . . .(supplier) are required to provide you with a
bid bond in the amount of ... " [Swiss Bank Corporation at
23]
B. Counterguarantee
"In consideration of your issuing at our request a guarantee in
favor of . . . hereinafter called the "beneficiaries" for the
amount of . . . (in words) as requested, we, CREDITAN-
STALTBANKVEREIN, Vienna, Austria, hereinafter called
"the bank," . . . ." [Creditanstalt at 31.]
II. Abstract Section
A. "The Guarantor hereby undertakes irrevocably to pay the Bene-
ficiary, within a period of 14 working days from the date of
receipt by him of the beneficiary's first request in writing, any
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sum claimed, up to the amount of . . . DM, provided this re-
quest is received no later than . . . (expiry date). The request
must be accompanied by a certified copy of the document con-
cerning the award of the Contract to the Principal, (or by a
relevant statement in writing of the Beneficiary), as well as by
written statement of the Beneficiary indicating the default of the
Principal in the obligations resulting from the above-mentioned
Tender." [Stumpf & Ullrich at 42]. ([Blank) acting through our
branch at (branch) hereby issue in your favor our irrevocable
guarantee for an amount up to but not exceeding (figures)
(say(words)) which shall be payable by us to you on receipt of
your first written demand which shall incorporate your certifi-
cate that the Tenderer has been awarded a contract to which the
Tender relates but has failed to perform its obligations under
the terms and conditions on which the Tender was invited."
[Rowe at 94] This being stated, we, X-Bank A.G., at ,the re-
quest of Messrs. . . ., herewith irrevocably undertake to pay
immediately to you, upon your first written demand, any
amount up to . . . upon receipt of your written confirmation
that you have accepted, in whole or in part, the aforementioned
bid and that Messrs. . . . have failed to sign the contract in due
time and/or that they have failed to furnish in due time the
agreed delivery/performance guarantee." [Dohm at 1841 "We
hereby undertake to hold at your disposal as Provisional De-
posit, free of interest and payable in cash on your first demand,
and notwithstanding any contestation by the tenderers, the sum
of US 100,000." [Ackermann at 144] "At the request of
Messrs. . . ., we hereby irrevocably undertake to pay you on
first demand, regardless whether such bid is in anyway binding
upon Messrs. . . . and therefore irrespective of any legal effects
of such bid and waiving all rights of objection and defense aris-
ing from such legal effects, any amount up to SFr . . . upon
receipt of your written request for payment and your written
confirmation that after acceptance of said bid Messrs. ...
failed to enter into the respective contract." [Kleiner at 182] "At
the request of Messrs. .. ., we, the UNION BANK OF
SWITZERLAND, herewith irrevocably undertake to pay you
on first demand, irrespective of the validity and the effects of the
above mentioned Bid and waiving all rights of objection and de-
fense arising from said bid, any amount up to . . . upon receipt
of your written and duly signed request for payment and your
written confirmation that Messrs. . . . have not complied with
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the conditions of their offer No. . . . dated . . ." [Union Bank
of Switzerland at 87] "This being stated, we, Swiss Bank Cor-
poration, (address), waiving all rights of objection and defense
arising from the principal debt, hereby irrevocably undertake to
pay immediately to you, upon your first demand, any amount
up to. . . upon receipt of your written request for payment and
your written confirmation stating that you have accepted, in
whole or in part, the above mentioned bid and that
Messrs. . . . (supplier) have failed to sign the contract in due
time or in accordance to the tender conditions. [Swiss Bank Cor-
poration, Documentary Operations at 23]
B. Expiration Clause
"Our obligation under this indemnity will expire on . . . at the
latest, irrespective of whether the present instrument is returned
to us or not. Your written claim must have reached us in ...
by that date, otherwise any and all claims against our bank will
automatically expire. The original of this instrument must be
returned to us after the expiry date or after all your claims here-
under have been satisfied by us." [Dohm at 184] "Any claim in
respect thereof should be made to us by the twentieth of Novem-
ber, nineteen eighty-one, at the latest. Should we receive no
claim from you by that date, our liability will cease 'ipso facto'
and the present Letter of Guarantee will definitely become null
and void. Please return to us this Letter of Guarantee, on expiry
date, for cancellation." [Ackermann at 144] "After the lapse of
this Guarantee, the Beneficiary shall, without delay, return the
guarantee document to the Principal. Where the Guarantee has
been paid out to the Beneficiary, it shall be the Guarantor's
duty to return the guarantee document to the Principal."
[Stumpf & Ullrich at 42]
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Appendix B
Composite Text: Advance Payment Guarantee
1. Causal Section
"We refer to the contract entered into by you with (customer's
name) "the Contractor") under reference no. . . . in respect of
(description of works/project) ("the Contract"). [Rowe at 96] "We
understand from our clients Messrs. . . .that they as Sellers have
signed with you as Buyers on . . .A Contract . . .regarding the
delivery of . . .with an invoice value of . . . .The above goods
have to be delivered to you according to this Contract by ...at
the latest. The payment conditions provide that you have to trans-
fer to our above clients a . . .% Advance Payment amounting to
. ..against a covering Bank guarantee." [Creditanstalt at 211 "We
have been informed that you have concluded on . .. a contract
No. . . .(hereinafter the "Contract") with Messrs. . . .(herein-
after: the "Seller") for the supply of ... at the total price of
... .Pursuant to the Contract you are required to make an ad-
vance payment to the Seller of . . .% of the total price (i.e. ...
Your claim as to reimbursement of this amount, should the Seller
fail to perform its obligations in conformity with the terms of the
Contract, is to be secured by a bank guarantee." [Dohm at 191]
"You concluded a contract No. . . .with Messrs. . . .on . . .for
the supply of . . .at a price of. . .According to the terms of the
contract you will make an advance payment of ... to
Messrs. . . .As Security for the possible claim for the refund of
the advance payment, in the event that the merchandise is not de-
livered in conformity with the terms of the contract, an indemnity
by a bank shall be furnished." [Union Bank of Switzerland at 89]
"Repayment Guarantee given by . ..Bank (Guarantor) to . ..
(Beneficiary) in the event of default by. . .(Principal) in the obli-
gations resulting from the Contract, dated ... for . .. (exact
description of the subject matter of the Contract). [Stumpf & Ull-
rich at 44]
2. Abstract
"Now we, (bank) acting through our branch at (branch) hereby
issue in your favor our irrevocable. guarantee for an amount up to
but not exceeding (figures) (say. (words)) which shall be payable
by us to you on receipt of your first written demand which shall
incorporate your certificate that the Contractor has failed to per-
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form its obligations under the Contract. No drawing may be made
by you under this guarantee unless we have previously received
notice in writing from (you/the Contractor) stating that an advance
payment of (figures) (say (words)) has been paid to the Contractor
by you pursuant to the Contract. Our outstanding liability under
this guarantee will reduce by such amounts (expressed in (cur-
rency)) as may be notified by (you/the Contractor) to us in writing
and stated to be the reduction of this guarantee required to be
made in accordance with the Contract by virtue of works completed
thereunder by the Contractor." [Rowe at 96] "On condition that
you will transfer to us in favour and at the free disposal of our
clients immediately after receipt of our present guarantee the
abovementioned Advance Payment, we herewith undertake irrevo-
cably on the strength of the general license of the Austrian Na-
tional Bank, Vienna, to transfer to you upon your first written de-
mand without any examination of the legal relationship between
you and . . . any amount up to . . . should our clients fail to
prove to us that they have delivered to you the above goods at the
latest by. . . The surrendering to us by our clients of copies of the
respective invoice and shipping document will be regarded as evi-
dence for their having fulfilled their delivery obligations in time. In
case of partial deliveries our obligation will be automatically re-
duced by . . . % of the value of each partial delivery, as soon as
our clients will present to us copies of the respective invoice and
shipping documents." [Creditanstalt at 21] "At the request of
Messrs ... we, the UNION BANK OF SWITZERLAND,
hereby irrevocably undertake to refund to you on your first de-
mand, irrespective of the validity and the effects of the above men-
tioned contract and waiving all rights of objection and defense aris-
ing from said contract, the advance payment in the amount of...
upon receipt of your written and duly signed request for payment
and your written confirmation that Messrs . . . , have failed to
deliver the ordered merchandise or not delivered such merchandise
as specified in the above mentioned contract. The amount of this
indemnity will automatically be reduced proportionally to the value
of each part shipment upon receipt by us of an invoice-copy, issued
by Messrs ..... .This letter of indemnity enters into force only
after receipt by us of the advance payment in favor of Messrs..."
[Union Bank of Switzerland at 89] "We, X-Bank A.G., at the re-
quest of the Seller herewith irrevocably undertake to pay immedi-
ately to you, upon your first written demand, any amount up to
• . . upon receipt of your written confirmation that the Seller has
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not performed its obligation in conformity with the terms of the
Contract and that, as a result thereof, you are entitled to claim
reimbursement of your advance payment. The present indemnity
will enter into force only (condition precedent) after receipt by us
of the aforementioned advance payment in favour our account No.
.. .of the Seller held with us. The amount of our indemnity will
automatically be reduced by ...% of the invoice value for any
delivery made by the Seller. A delivery will be considered to have
taken place if the Seller has remitted to us documents which con-
form to the terms of the documentary letter of credit No. . . . is-
sued by ...Bank." [Dohm at 191] "The Guarantor hereby un-
dertakes irrevocably to pay the Beneficiary, within a period of 14
working days from the date of receipt by him of the Beneficiary's
first request in writing, any sum claimed, up to the amount of...
DM, provided this request is received not later than . . .(expiry
date). The request must be accompanied by a written statement of
the Beneficiary indicating the default of the Principal in the obliga-
tions resulting from the Contract." [Stumpf & Ullrich at 44]
3. Expiration Clause
"Our obligation under this indemnity will expire on ...at the
latest, irrespective of whether the present instrument is returned to
us or not. Your written claim must have reached us in. . .by that
date, otherwise any and all claims against our Bank under this in-
demnity will automatically expire. The original of this instrument
must be returned to us after the expiry date or after all your claims
hereunder have been satisfied." [Dohm at 192] "After lapse of this
Guarantee, the Beneficiary shall, without delay, return the guaran-
tee document to the Principal. Where the Guarantee has been paid
out to the Beneficiary, it shall be the Guarantor's duty to return
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Appendix C
Composite Text: Performance Guarantee
1. Causal Section
"We refer to the contract entered into by you with (customer"s
name) ("the Contractor") under reference no. . . . in respect of
(description of works/project) ("the Contract") [Rowe at 98]
"Messrs. . . . We understand from our clients, Messrs. . . . that
they as Sellers have signed with you as Buyers the contract
no. . . . regarding the delivery of . . . with an invoice-value of
. . . The respective contract provides that our clients have to fur-
nish a performance bond in your favor for . . . % of the contract
value." [Creditanstalt at 23] "To . . . (beneficiary), Performance
Guarantee No. . . ., We have been informed that you have con-
cluded on . . . a contract No. . . . (hereinafter the "Contract")
with Messrs . . . (hereinafter the "Seller") for the supply of ...
at a total price of . . . . Pursuant to the Contract, the Seller is
required to provide you with a performance guarantee in the
amount of. . . % of the total price." [Dohm at 187] "En date du
S. ., vous avez conclu avec la Maison . . . un contrat No. ...
portant sur la livraison de . . . pour un prix total de . . . Con-
formgment aux dispositions de ce contrat, vous Etes engag6s A payer
a la Maison . . . un acompte de Fr . . . Pour le cas de non-
livraison de la marchandise ou de livraison non conformE au con-
trat, il a 6t6 prtvu que la restitution de cet acompte serait assur6
par une garantie bancaire remise en votre faveur." [Kliener at 171]
"You have concluded on . . . with Messrs. . . . , a contract
No. . . . for the delivery of. . ., at a price of. . . As security for
the due performance of the delivery, an indemnity by a bank shall
be furnished." [Union Bank of Switzerland at 88] "We have been
informed that you have concluded on. . . a contract No. . . . with
Messrs. . . . (supplier) for the supply of . . . at a total price of
. . According to this contract, Messrs. . . . (supplier) are re-
quired to provide you with a performance bond in the amount of
..... % of the total price)." [Swiss Bank Corporation at 31]
"Performance Guarantee given by . . . Bank (Guarantor) to . ..
(Beneficiary) in the event of default by. . . (Principal) in the obli-
gations resulting from the Contract, dated . . . for . . . (exact
description of the subject matter of the Contract)." [Stumpf & Ull-
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rich at 46]
2. Abstract
"Now we, (bank) acting through our branch at (branch) hereby
issue in your favour our irrevocable guarantee for an amount up to
but not exceeding (figures) (say(words)) which shall be payable by
us to you on receipt of your first written demand which shall incor-
porate your certificate that the Contractor has failed to perform its
obligations under the Contract." [Rowe at 98] "Acting upon in-
structions received from our said clients we herewith issue this per-
formance bond and undertake irrevocably on the strength of a gen-
eral license of the Austrian National Bank, Vienna to transfer to
you upon your first written demand without examination of the
legal relationship between you and . . . any amount up to . . .
should you advise us with reference to our guarantee no . . . that
our clients have failed to fulfill their obligations under the above
mentioned contract." [Creditanstalt at 23] "We, X-Bank A.G., at
the request of the Seller, herewith irrevocably undertake to pay
immediately to you, upon your first written demand, any amount
up to . . upon receipt of your first written confirmation that the
Seller has not performed its obligations in conformity with the
terms of the Contract." [Dohm at 186] Cela 6tant, d'ordre de la
Maison. . ., nous engageons par la present, d'une mani~re irrevo-
cable, A vous rembourser, ind~pendamment de la validit6 et des ef-
fets juridiques du contrat en question, A premiere requisition de
votre part et sans faire valoir d'exception, ni d'objection r6sultant
du dit contrat, le montant de l'acompte, soit Fr. . . . contre remise
d'une demande de paiement 6crite de votre part attestant en par-
ticulier que la maison . . . n'a pas livr6 la marchandise com-
mand~e ou ne l'a pas livr~e selon les modalit~s fix~es dans le con-
trat ci-dessus mentionn6." [Kliener at 171] "At the request of
Messrs .. ., we, the UNION BANK OF SWITZERLAND,
herewith irrevocably undertake to pay you on first demand, irre-
spective of the validity and the effects of the above mentioned con-
tract and waiving all rights of objection and defense arising from
said contract, any amount up to . . . upon receipt of your written
confirmation that Messrs . . ., hd.ve failed to deliver the ordered
merchandise as specified in the above mentioned contract." [Union
Bank of Switzerland at 88] "We Swiss Bank Corporation, (ad-
dress), waiving all rights of objection and defense arising from the
principal debt, hereby irrevocably undertake to pay immediately to
you, upon your first demand, any amount up to. . . upon receipt
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of your written request for payment and your written confirmation
stating Messrs. . .(supplier) have not fulfilled their obligations in
conformity with the terms of the above mentioned contract." [Swiss
Bank Corporation at 31] "The Guarantor hereby undertakes irrev-
ocably to pay the Beneficiary, within a period of 14 working days
from the date of receipt by him of the Beneficiary's first request in
writing, any sum claimed, up to the amount of. .. DM, provided
this request is received no later than ... (expiry date). The re-
quest must be accompanied by a written statement of the Benefi-
ciary indicating the default of the Principal in the obligations re-
sulting from the Contract." [Stumpf & Ullrich at 46]
3. Expiration Clause
"Our obligation under this indemnity will expire on. .. at the lat-
est, irrespective of whether the present instrument is returned to us
or not. Your written claim must have reached us in .. .by that
date, otherwise any claims against our Bank under this indemnity
will automatically expire. The original of this instrument must be
returned to us after the expiry date or after all your claims hereun-
der have been satisfied." [Dohm at 187] "Notre garantie est valable
jusqu'au ...et s'&eint automatiquement et entitrement si votre
demande de paiement 6crite et votre attestation 6crite ne sont pas
en notre possession d'ici cette date." [Kliener at 171] "After the
lapse of this Guarantee, the Beneficiary shall, without delay, re-
turn the guarantee document to the Principal. Where the Guaran-
tee has been paid out to the Beneficiary, it shall be the Guarantor's
duty to return the guarantee document to the Principal." [Stumpf
& Ullrich at 46]
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